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Saturday seminal matchup as well. A 16-12 lead (and innovate. Such creativity is found in the Co-ed Series. As Double Happiness getting to Nati0na|S |aSt year, not

handful of game points) was not enough to put away a long as our evolution is guided by 1) the strengthening of through the backdoor, but through the kitty door? How

determined Philly Rage squad. Not only did Rage manage community relationships and 2) the cultivation of more about those granford wgmen winning College Nationals

to tie the game at 16s, they had game points and posses- opportunities to play organized Ultimate, then nding elds (Yeah, Dominique) and let us not forget the U of O women
sion at both 17-16 and 18s. lt was hard to say for whom for workshops, practices and tournaments will be more like- taking third at College Nationals (Yeah Rebecca, Aurora, 1 “
the crowd was rooting. The volume of the cheering was as ly. Spirit Of The Game (SOTG) underscores our successful Rochel, Cat & Jodie).

high as the caliber of play. Finally, Anodyne was able to close evolution. By honoring SOTG, Ultimate honors its past as it T1115 W1" be mY lest 'eP°"t' 7°‘ | em 'et"""8 flem the *

out the game at 19-18, but the two teams would meet again... embraces its future. So just as we balance Open ‘Club with P°5't'°"_ as the rst Northwest Re3_'°ha' c°°'d'hat°" '

Philly Rage was able to come through the back door to Women's Club, and Master's with Juniors, we also balance would hke th thahk Y°u_a" for lethhg me Serve you over
. - . . . . . . these past SIX years. I tried my best to make sure your

again face Anodyne. lln doing so on Sunday moming, they gender within the competitwe 4/3, 3/4 Co-ed format. ieeuee end needs in the Western Reeien and Northwest
faced and defeated Havoc (our local hosts-thank you Scott Thanks to Joey Gray and the UPA Board for supporting the - -

_ _ _ Region were heard and acted upon at the National level.
Sayers) and their old ‘friends, the Poit City Manglers. Not Co-ed Series. Together we were tesponsime for creating the rst changé
exactly a metropolis like Philly or DC, the little port city of Here in the MA Region, this fall's Co-ed Series is hot with eve, in Reg;ona| boundaries by Creating the Noah and ~ -
Wilmingon, NC none-the-less placed two teams in the top thirteen teams competing in Sectionals across three South west Regions; mgyed the Colorado Qollege seerion
eight, Manglers and WUFF Warriors. Sections. In the NIA-NC Section, XSC Christine Vitron coordi- to the Midwest; and allowed ell members of the UPA (our

After eliminating Manglers, Philly faced off with Anodyne nated a 4-team toumament in which Elvis Needs Boats Canadian members) to participate at all levels of UPA com-
in the game to go. After trading points through much of the emerged as the Sectional champion. Kudos to NC's PeIi’ll0I1, I0 am B lew-
rst half, Philly caught re (and virtually everything else, Charlotte Latin, a high school Co-ed team which won "Most But the time f_°' me t° 8° has ¢°me- "'5 time 7°‘ e

including a spectacular goal-scoring catch of a Brendan Spirited Team" recognition. younger generation to take over, to lead the UPA and the

Smith hammer by Jon Proctor) to take the half at 9-6 and Things were less clear in MA-South, as a point-differential N°"hY"°$* Regmh "ho the ,2] Cehh"Y' AIS?’ .b.y' dechhg a

then a 14-8 lead. Wary of the big lead and remembering had to be used to break a three-way tie for rst place. DC's chrlihhator whh '5 c°.mpet";g|:h fthe l?pehk?'V'se°h' they __,J

the decit they had overcome the previous day, the Rage Karmakaze, co-captained by XSC Nadine Block, slipped into WI - ave more mcentwe to ‘g t on e WI car spot’which has become harder to get now because of the Co-ed
mantra/war-cry was "16-12." And perhaps it gave Anodyne rst place after the numbers were tallied. The East Coast Division

f;’;';‘;£.'1i‘$:.''!.'.§’;‘.fZ;'.1°1£§i.“SF§.‘iJ?;.%f.';3ZZi.l.';J.2"2;‘? ""':'.‘.’;‘ .?.‘.?.l;".‘1.?‘;I§Z..€°.f2é"32.;2'.°;',§.?'1;3'.le;;?.i;..1, .-.,Ii;':.‘;:;:::.‘z:'::",;;<;i;‘;£;::";.:::§: Z'.‘.’."ilZ;.'Z,‘i,‘i,""*' I I I , , ,

scoring pass, the count was Rage 17, Anodyne 12. re-pool teams in the last minute because the 6th Co-ed Joe of U, of 0,, Justin of Walla Walla. They will fill the cleats
Some nal thoughts: For the rst time in my tenure as team withdrew the Saturday of Sectionals. <XU> emerged of those of us that came before them. I wish them all luck.

coordinator (going back to 1995), there was not a single as the victor while the "Most Spirited Team" recognition 'll16l<5 10f the lull BYE-

observed point at Regionals. Spirit lives in the Mid-Atlantic went to Comingus, from Philly.

Nowhere was that shown better than in Richmond, where The MA Co-ed Regionals were held at Lums Pond, DE on
the Masters competition was held. On their own, the teams Oct. 3-4, 1998. Team Spirit recognition goes to Mothers
came up with elds and a schedule and played a three (VA) and Tuna (VA). rst place nish went to a well-quali-
game round robin, completely free of ofcial meddling. ed gaggle of ex-Lucy, ex-Anodyne, ex-Charm . . . and even
DC's Pocomoke FishKill was able to defend their title by ex-Philmore players, on a team called Blind Date?. Second-place

defeating both Thor of North Carolina and their hos1s,GRAMPA went to <XU>, a team with an excellent side-line game,
of Richmond. Congratulations to Ring, Rage, Pocomoke FishKill replete with children, chairs, and pre-Halloween chocolate.
as well as Peppers, Backhoe, CaBh*t, and the Co-ed Nationals
qualiers Blind Date and Xu. Thanks for a great season. Nofthwest 0 en Re mnal ReP°|'t 7 ’

- _ _ _ Jack "Poochie" Lynch
Mid-Atlantic Co-ed Reional Re - ort

I apologize to you all It has been a long time since I

Gama| Shehf wrote a Regional Report I got really busy trying to gradu-
ate, and since I haven't received a newsletter in over a ear,

What's Co-ed Club all about? 1t's about balance. As " Y

D)
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While hosting and playing in the our Co-ed Sectionals last month (Loma Linda, CA), to injury, even from everyday activities such as reaching for items on the top shelf or

I noticed two things: there were a lot more toddlers and babies, and a lot more gray- getting out of the car. Performing simple stretching exercises, whether at home or in a

haired heads out on the elds. yoga or tai chi class, 15 to 20 minutes every other day, is key. Of course, warming up

When my wife Keri brought our own fteen-month old baby girl, Summer Alyssa, and stretching before any vigorous physical activity can't hurt, either.

out to cheer her old man on, someone asked if she would be playing in the year 2017 (Interestingly, within sports medicine, the role of stretching before exercise has not

Co-ed Sectionals! You bet! been conclusively shown to reduce injury, but it has been shown to help performance.

Which got me thinking...I would be fty-tvvo years old then! Would "I" still be play- In any case, a pre-game stretching routine may be more vital as we age. Stretch anyway.)

ing Ultimate then? Would Summer and I play on the same Co-ed team? (Would she 0 Supplement. While we all know that nutritional vitamins can't counteract a poor -r
want to be seen on the same team with her dad???) I hope so! diet, the wear and tear from aging and day to day activity increases the need for extra

Maybe some of you have found the secrets to playing well past your prime years; if nutrients. Take a good multi-vitamin that is formulated for your age. You may want to

so, feel free to share them! supplement your supplement with 400 IU of vitamin E. The studies are oven~helm-

Here are some tips for the rest of us contemplating our Ultimate playing days into ingly in favor of this particular vitamin for aging.

the 21st century (which, by the way, actually starts in the year 2001). Women should look at getting at least 1,000 milligrams of calcium a day (1,500

If you and I apply them now, maybe we'll keep going ho at the 2017 Sectionals! milligrams after menopause if not on estrogen replacement). Check your diet and

supplement as needed.

Antiaging UPS fOI' “IE, BODY When it comes to herbs and other kinds of supplements that are not regulated like

multivitamins, it's "buyer beware". The label may say 240 milligrams of ginko biloba, ""
0 Don't be a couch potato! Sure, you may play but that amount can vary widely from pill to pill, as some studies have shown. So until

M13" It COIIIES tO Ultimate one, two, or even three times a week, but future regulation can guarantee that each pill has what the label claims, I'd save my

what about the other days? The best plan is to get money for a massage or more fruits and vegetables.

some form of physical activity "most" days of the 0 Power of Soy. Maybe it's because I'm getting older, but many of my latest teams

week. If you play or practice Ultimate at a high have centered around soy: Power of Soy and Tofu Titans. Soy is getting a lot of pub-

I herbs and other kinds intensity, cross train at a lower intensity with other licity lately, and for good reason. Soy has the highest quality vegetable source of pro-

activities to facilitate recovery while still getting a tein. It also contains a special phytochemical ("phyto" means food) called isoavones

workout. Cycling, swimming or elliptical trainers are that is found only in soy. These isoavones have been shown to be protective against

some good examples of low- or non-impact aerobic cancer, especially breast, colon and prostate cancers. And for women, it also contains

activi . h oestro ens which have been shovim to hel with meno ausal m toms.

K of $uPPIement$ o Lifttlilveights- Or do some other form of strength P yCtan yougget these benets in a soy pill? Notplikely, becauze thereyarg potentially

- training exercises. It's not just for the body builders hundreds of other phytochemicals in soy we don't even know about yet, and they

anymore! The hottest trend in geriatric preventive might be needed for the others to work.

medicine is strength training. Most of the problems Aim to get about 25 milligrams of soy protein a day. You can get this in half- a-cup qt

("'6 f fegulted like related to aging are simply due to disuse. You of boiled green soybeans (called "edamame"), eight ounces of tofu, or a half-cup of

know the old adage, "lf you don't use it, you lose it!" soy protein powder mixed into your morning OJ or food.

As we get older, we tend to lose more and more As for other green vegetables, pay close attention to your leafy dark greens. They

' lean mass (i.e. muscle and bone), especially women contain folic acid, a B vitamin that is gaining recognition for reducing blood levels of

multivitamins, "Is in their 30's and 110's, and around their menopausal homocysteine, an amino acid that raises your risk of heart disease and stroke. It's also

years. While cardiovascular (aerobic) activity can been associated with reducing your risk of colon cancer.

slow this down some, the only way to really put on (Make sure that your multivitamin has vitamin B-12 in it since folic acid may mask

the brakes, and even reverse this trend, is to do signs of B-12 deciency. This becomes more important as you get older.)

“ some strength training. "Team Geritol Wins National 1'itle!"

Lift weights, go to the gym and use the machines, This probably won't happen, but following these antiaging tips will greatly improve

get a trainer, or simply do calisthenics a minimum your chances of playing and enjoying Ultimate into the new millennium. At least you'll

of two times a week. That is all that's needed to have a lot more Ultimate smarts and experience to compensate for your lack of speed

reverse the loss, and gain back what you have lost. _
and leaping ability!

Of all the forms of exercising I recommend to our patients, this is the one type of You bet I'll be following my own advice because I plan to play with Summer in the

exercise that I hear patients comment on the most: they talk about how they feel Co-ed Sectionals in 2017. See you on the elds!
younger and stronger, and they love the independence that it gives them. In short, it 0 For questions, comments, or further information, feel free to e-mail Dr. Disc at

vastly improves their quality of life! D[EM]|’@a()|_(Q|’n_

I Limber up. As we age, muscle bers lose their elasticity, making them more prone 4‘

UPA Teams up with AmeriCorps NCCC
. . . . . . .. .. . . . . Denver, Colorado sen/es as Central Region Headquarters for 300 NCCC Members. The

..: M ER -

_..1i recreational sports program will take place in this Region. ,__

A
1 .i 2 ;_ A f Education and Recreation-I - 1 ' ' _'
E - -» .~

- , . ' ' __ -
Corp Members will provide tutoring to elementary and middle school students

' ' U
during the day, and mentor these students during a homework/recreational period

National Civilian Community Corps (NCCC) an AmeriCorps program, has chosen eher School
Ultimate as one of the five sports being taught to elementary and middle school chil- _'h the Feet; NCCC Memhefs Wele he more thah PlaY3'°uhd m°h't°'5 duhhg 'ee'e'

dren in its inaugural recreational sports program. The program will be implemented in ahehel eet“"he5' Meet when “heels laekee the hlhds heedee to Purchase '-‘Ports

Denver, Detroit and Minneapolis during the 1998-1999 school year. Ultimate is the eqwpmeht f°_' Studehtsj Sports afhhated Whh the Pfegfeml W'" hel” Pfevlde the hee'

only non-United States Olympics afliated sport being taught USA Rugby, USA Lacrosse, essery leaeahehal e‘l“'Pmehf f°' the]! Pamwlar Sport.

USA Field Hockey, and USA Team Handball are also affiliated with this program. Ncce rhemhers W'h °'3eh'Ze aeh‘"he5 ahd eheel-"age the Studehts ‘h P°'5'hVe , .-

teambuilding skills, healthy competition, conflict management and leadership.

what is Ameficofps Ngggg "Ultimate fits very succinctly into each and every one of these teachings," stated

Americorps NCCC is best described as a domestic peace Corps program that Michael Guiietz, UPA Managing Director. "The feedback that we have received from

recruits young people aged 17-24 for a 10-month sen/ice commitment. Corp Members NCCC has heeh "e"Y P°5'hVe-H

provide assistance to non-prots and community based organizations, having unmet _The _UPA would hke to thehk AmY Ruse" at USA Field H°CkeY 7°! he! a55l5tahCe

needs in the areas of education‘ the environment’ human needs and pubc Safety with this program and Carlos Aguirre, who put on a well-received demonstration at

the October NCCC Member training session in Denver.
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top female Ultimate players come to the sport having already compet- in that league against mostly male teams. Simon said.

ed in soccer. basketball or rugby—or any one of a number of sports. By the I980 Easterns. two women's teams—Bucknell and a com-
"You have to appreciate where girls came from in the '6Os." said bined Boston/Cornell squad called "Bosnell"—actualIy broke off and

Fran Moskowitz. chair of the health and physical education depart- played against one another. At that same tournament, Fields. who
ment at Hunter High School in Manhattan. "Before Title IX. girls (in played for the men's team Boston Aerodisc (BAD). sought out Green

New York high schools) were learning dance There's nothing wrong and "made a point to talk to me about starting a team in Michigan and

with dance. but the girls were learning that while the boys were doing coming out to play some of the teams that were in their infancy on

some other sport. the East Coast," Green recalled

School personnel would get their wrists slapped if the girls ended After college Lowell moved from Ithaca to Boston There she and

expected of (girls). There were fewer procient (athletes) who they and then BAD—decided to try and form a women's team. But it was-

could actually play with or observe" n't easy.

Still, Summers recalled. "there were a couple of women who were "I just called every single woman I ever met on an Ultimate field

better than some of the guys. (But) in general. the men were better." and asked them to bring a friend and Jane did the same thing,"
When the five-team New jersey Frisbee Conference was formed in Mahoney recalled. "l did a lot of airbrushing by myself. waiting for

pete with boys on other squads. ' Mary jorgenson, one of the rst serious female players in Seattle "We
In fact. when Columbia took on Staples (CT) High School in a se|f- tried hard to teach new players the game but they never stayed

styled "U.S. Championships" in the spring of I975. it put in seven around long enough to really get the hang of it or contribute signifi-
women at the same time because the game was a blowout (CHS won cantly to our team."

36-9). Columbia High alumnus and Ultimate historian Eric Simon sur- Cornell's Amanda Carreiro remembered that "we had women
mises that this may have been the first time ever that seven women showing up to practice who really had no idea what it meant to play a

played together at one time They were in for three points and sport, to run or to work out. I remember a very large woman who
outscored Staples 2- I. could not do the warm up lap around the eld. (but) came out to

01'

0*"

g
M

‘,:‘!‘ .-

6 ' I.    . I o Long 515.
up engaged in a competition with another school. There was less Mahoney—who had played with Wellesley Ultimate Frisbee (WUF) . H .

by Jim errick

She was tall, lean, and could run like the wind.
She had that uncanny coordination we now

take for granted on Sundays at the most presti-

. . . . . ' t ts, h'h bldht th
the spring of I97I, every team was co-ed, according to Summers. women to show up. It took SIX weeks (before people started coming).' ' giouf Oumafmen dsw. mu Cl“ 6 er O Sm C

. . . . . . . t t t .

Columbia was so much better than all of its opponents that its leaders Similar problems occurred in pockets of Ultimate throughout the p as‘: F58‘) “Egg: wcirgngn ivuiinliozixmegs towafd
did not even have to think about whether the team's girls could com- country. "We used to say. ‘If you had a pulse we'd let you play,"' said their d’. . . . th UPA St L

ivision in e . my SI er ynn
was a I9-year-old who could throw a sidearm

40 yards on a rope long before games were

played to points.

She could dive She could block. She could

cover. And Lynn loved the sport of Ultimate
On her summers from Northfield Mt. Herman.

she lived for our evening games. By day she

d‘ d"WIdP Th hUI' "b. t ll -
practice day after day for weeks. And another woman who appeared eslgne C.” eace mug ,, ‘Tm? . an

Tl-IE I910: AND Tl-IE EMERGENCE OF to be in good shape but who. during competitive games, would get
ners and T-shirts, and ordered the reject lids

f Wh h d h Wll Iwomnrs ULTIMATE tired in the middle of a point and just start walking." . L'l‘|’t'i"mateL she 2:5 ey

As Ultimate spread to college campuses at Rutgers. Yale Tufts. When Lowell and Mahoney decided to form Boston Ladies She practiced freestyk and maximum time ajoft
Princeton. Clark, Hampshire and others in the early to mid-l970s via Ultimate (BLU), they had trouble convincing top women like Fields - MTA d k h . f

the Columbia High players, women continued to play with co-ed. pri- (who had excelled in all-around competitions and was famous for her

marily men's, teams. long throws) and Morris (a veteran of the University of Virginia men's b B th . B h h d ddd. G. .

1 As Simon put it. "the idea of getting seven women together, and team). precisely because most other women were not at their level. ' ' ' '

triggered at least some college men to challenge the philosophy of and I was frustrated being the ‘teacher.’ I just wanted to pIay!" Under a

( ) an newt e consummate joy o a

"street toss" at any and all hours Lynn had the

ug o spins ot ans ie itis

. . . . Pll hbkfh d Hl.D'
then nding another such team. was not even on the radar screen." Heather's big fear was that it would be running against a bunch of 5:." tot e ac O tde en Zon I [NE | ve}

t t
While the women who played Ultimate seriously were generally wussy women," Mahoney said. I Y'."‘ possesse pure Una U era e Ove O

. . . . . ., . ' the plastic.
hard-core athletic types like Green, the sheer nature of competition Added Fields: My skills were ahead of most of the women players A at am d th .

smy m esg ere on ose precious

' f h b h. _ . . ,, . t _t e ma -
inclusion. March l98l newsletter article entitled. Do Women Have Fair Summef even.mgS_o you over. gm ,y r

"We started to be concerned about how many women we were Representation?" Fields signed indicating her allegiance first to Boston

going to eld on the team," said Summers, who founded the Tufts Aerodisc, the men's team. and only then to BLU. She practiced with
squad. "lt was a cooperative spirit but there was some thought about. both teams until the fall of '8l. when she finally bought into the BLU

what does that do to us competitively? It was a question of how many concept.

veled at my sister s grace and agility. We d all

been burned. The Miller brothers, Nick. Bo.

Beach, Dietz and Gator. Especially Gator. Lynn

would take him deep every time Every time

h d h d d h I. . . . , . ' ' ‘t f .

(women) were going to play and how we were going to split up the BLU dominated women s Ultimate for the next year because they S e Sky Over Im an come Own WI p as ‘C{ 01

teams. were the rst team in the East to have several strong players with real

Some schools had fewer women than others. At Rutgers—the skills and greater athleticism. Fields. who was the indoor distance

dominant team of the early '7Os—only one woman. Peggy record holder at 229'-7. could pull and huck further than players on F . b Ch .' h. . I . C H I ~»

Delahaunty. played in the first intercollegiate game against Princeton. other teams and could throw into the wind; Mahoney was famous for

In July l98l on the day preceding the Worl
ris ee ampions ips in wine ai , was

k d F

d

Other schools. like MSU, had more of a co-ed tradition. Cathy ~her defense; and Morris had the disc skills and willingness to dive that $3 mg a ‘P m the me D09‘ adjacent to the per-
’ ectly manicured colossal field on the campus of

C arke who was unavailable for comment for this article. played for made her perhaps the rst genuine women's superstar
. . . . . . ' - U.C. Irvine It was hot so it was convenient

M h " ' ' " . ' . .ic igan State at the I976 College Nationals at Amherst. Heather Morris was one of the first girls you saw really diving, and appropriate that the ladies commenced the"
"She was a tough cookie." Simon said. "At one time we called her recalled Godiva's Peggy Hollinger "The first woman that I remember

. . . . . ' ,, long anticipated tete-a-téte regarding the estab-
Eogbie Cllerge both in reference to her gender, and the fact that she really diving. laying out on D and on O. - “Shment of wOmen.S Ultimate right there in the

a noc e over a couple of men going for the disc, reminiscent of In addition to those three, BLU fielded strong players like Susan
d d hll

rough-'n-tough hockey player Bobby Clarke" Burke, Liz Queler and Anne Murray. .eep en ' I remember Mm e .8 PeZ0'.h' Sgzanne

' On the West Coast. Pezzoli had begun playing with Tom Kennedy
and the Santa Barbara crowd by I976. According to her, the first-ever TI-IE WOMEN’S WING IS BORN

Fields and Mary jorgenson having a significant

discussion and planning a strategy session.

all-women's game—between players from Los Angeles and Santa Because the UPA had what Mahoney called "the feel of an old Though Wt eaV.eSdropp'.ng.a.5 I frohcked nearby’
Barbara—took place in I977 in Irvine. California. By '78. the Santa boys network." she and Fields used the I98! Easterns. held in May at
Barbara Condors had established both an all-men's and an all-women's SUNY Purchase to launch a campaign supporting a women's wing of

I recall with clarity the significance of the

moment.

team (the Lady Condors). In l98l, Pezzoli was inuential in persuad- the organization. They began by handing out a questionnaire at the . Q.""°““e']‘ Ultimate is being born. right here
ing Kennedy. her partner. that the time had come for a Women s Saturday morning captain s meeting.
Division of the UPA. As Booth wrote in the August-September '8I newsletter: "WhiIe

Back in the East, at Cornell University. a handful of women, includ- the captains determined the seeding, the players answered questions
ing Lisa Dally, Laura Hogan and Jane Lowell. a '75 graduate of like ‘Would you like to see a rule that would make it mandatory to
Columbia High along with Simon. joined in playing for the men. have three women playing on each Ultimate team at all times?" and

"Since we worked hard, we got some playing time and I recall that "Would you like to see a Women's Division at the National Ultimate
it was about proportional to the playing time that was had by men of Championships this fall?'"
similar skill level," Lowell said. "We were playing to time then. so you After just two women's teams competed at the I980 Easterns, six
could have a mismatch that went on forever. allowing both teams to teams appeared at the '8I tournament. Seeded in the following order
play all their "scrubs" after the game was a foregone conclusion." based on their April Fools‘ results. they included: BLU, Glassboro State

Lowell, Pezzoli and Green each played a couple of points with their Michigan State Cornell, Bucknell and Ohio University.
respective men's teams at Nationals in the late I970s. At the first UPA A reporter from Ms. magazine interviewed Fields at the captain's
Men's Nationals at Penn State in I979. history was made when Green meeting and had photos taken of the opening game between Ohio U.
and Lowell covered each other. and Cornell.

in t is pool. I thought. The baby will not
drown here but thrive and grow due to the for-

ward thinking and dedication of these people.

Tom Kennedy and others were with them, but
the midwife who delivered the baby that day

was the collective vision and passion these

women had for Ultimate
I was exuberant. For way too long the girls

and women had suffered. They'd also enjoyed

the glorious pleasure of the purity of the sport.

for the joy of connecting. laying out. hucking
long and holding on to the simple plastic knew

no gender. But. while the fellas were by and

large more progressive tolerant. accommodat-
"Th | . . . . . . . ing. and generally incrementally more enlight-

ened than the average boy—especially the aver-

age jock-type Neanderthal—there was still a he

e small al otment of playing time combined with the mismatch BLU won the tournament but. more importantly. Fields and
in speed and sometimes skills. certainly gave us a big incentive to try Mahoney had started a snowball rolling. In summarizing the tourna-
and get women's teams going. where we could play more and be ment, Booth wrote: "Ultimate appears to be growing faster than any
more equally matched." Lowell said. other disc sport for women....lf you are a woman playing on a men's

Slowly but surely. Lowell and the others organized the Cornell team, start organizing one for women. Sure it's exciting to be the only
women into what eventually became known as the Roses. and by the woman playing on a men's team, but just think of how much more
spring of I979. they played their first all-_women's game against playing time you would get on an all women's team."
Bucknell University. In late August of l98l. many of the leaders of men's and women's

"I think that about six of us drove down to Pennsylvania and we Ultimate assembled for the World Frisbee Championships in Irvine.
played 4-on-4 or 5-on-5." she said. "lt was shortly after the Three Mile California. On August 28, in a swimming pool at the University of
Island nuclear accident and some people were concerned about travel- California-Irvine. Fields and Mahoney met with the UPA director
"I8 I0 P@"l'I$YlV3nl3-" (Kennedy), Pezzoli. and a handful of UPA Regional people. to propose

About this same time a group of women in the Mercer County the formation of a women's wing. Fields was nominated as the
(N.j.) Summer League founded a team known as KAOS. "They were spokesperson.
women who were fed up with not getting thrown to" and competed "We women basically told (Kennedy) that we would do all the

Iuva long way to go, and not everyone fit that

taint
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the trophy. Washington D.C.'s Satori advanced to the semifinals four years straight from I989-92, but es“ "

never made a nal. Atlanta's Ozone made the finals in '94 and '96 and the semis in '93 and '95. Seattle's

Women on the Verge reached the semis in '94 and the nals in '95 (they won World Clubs in '95 and y

97)

"So what's a dynasty?" aslc Hollinger. "Just because you win Nationals. Yeah, probably. Or maybe not.

There were a lot of teams that were good."

Tl-IE MAINEIACS
What started in Berkeley in I983 as Pleides became. by the late I98Os. the Maineiacs. Featuring

Hollinger, Molly Goodwin. Leslie Charles. Chris Wagner. Nicole Beck, Jackie Watson. Caryn Lucido. Ann

Kreml and others. the Maineiacs appeared in four straight Nationals finals between I990 and '93, winning

1 §

three of them (I990. '92 and '93). They won World Clubs twice ('9l and '93) and World Nationals once ,,
('94). Inuenced by Stanford and Tsunami players, the Maineiacs employed the Stanford Offense

"This was a collection of a core of very focused and determined women who had played for years and

‘H. w -.

Y;i{;§a;]Lii;E'{iiriiii'. ‘i>iiI;£E>'Z<§t}}£E§'y E>i'%i§@fii;}};' ' "

developed a very

structured and mili-

tant offense per-

haps even boring."

Beck said. }

"Nonetheless it

worked and every

player knew where

the disc was head-

Ed 322 xlhat dime is so different from five years ago." '-"
Ion e Ow Y,/as‘ Added Fury's Jennifer Donnelly, who coaches at Stanford: "It used to be-—lets hope we can bring IO-

On every pass‘ I2 to the next (college) tournament. even though they haven't been to practice Now. the Stanford team

HOmnger_A,,(:ink has a 25-member B.-team and a 20-member A-team. Missing practice on the A-team for anything other

the Mainéiacs than academics or illness IS really unheard of."

the While not all schools are as deep or serious as Stanford. college Ultimate is generally improving

. because the sport is attracting better-quality athletes.

m terms of the "lnstead of moving on to rugby or crew, many very good athletes are staying with the sport since they

whole concept of see how challenging athletically it is," Donnelly said. "(At Stanford) we are sure to do sprints and work

the ga.”“’" In terms hard in the fall, to keep the athletes challenged and keep them on our roster." '-
if h."”'"gf" Zoneid Donnelly says this trend has increased the level of the women's collegiate game by at least twofold

d|aeV';§v?n;raC;':Le_ within the past four years. And when hot shots graduate. they look to play for the established club teams.

gy'Of how break She points to the young Godiva players as well as Nemesis' Val Kelly ('96 Callahan winner) and Fury's

h. ,, Dominique Fontenette ('97 winner) and Andrea Johnson ('98 winner) as examples. The trick. as Hollinger

t [gs pointed out is not having that lag time when a bunch of older women retire, leaving the younger players

Maneiacs after winning I992 Nationals.

In I994. several members of the Maineiacs. including Goodwin. Lucido and Watson. broke away from to reb .|d ‘tho t direct.
. . . . . . . . ui WI u io

$8 bfkllnelacs and Joined a group of younger women to become Felix‘ That team easlly won Nanonals One interesting facet of the women's game to examine before closing is the impact of the Co-ed series.
3L3

LADY GODIVA

With the addition of Co-ed play at Sectionals, Regionals and Nationals this fall. the number of women s

teams has dropped twenty percent. In the Colorado section. for example. the Women's Division went

from nine or ten teams last year to five this season with most of the women going Co-ed
Boston has always had a tradition of strong women's Ultimate teams from BLU through the Spinsters S f I that th C _ed . is I addition to Ultimate While Others think it is nothm

game: Lady Godiva. Gloria Lust. considered by many the best player of her era. formed Godiva in the

spring of I987 after the Spinsters split

and the Smithereens (Nationals finalists in '88 and semifinalists in '86) to the current queens of the Ome. ‘.36 e O gene. 3. we C . . .' g
than glorified summer league which dilutes the overall quality of play. Only time will tell howethat plays

t. - Dr
- l ""h,f"'llbk' I -dUlt'ttw .S. th G h N . \ d h . h I988 , .95 .97 f th Fl SOfTl€ S€l'lS€ It IS lfOl'llC L. at 2 ter lflltla-Y [B8 lflg away fOl'Tl CO lFl'l8 C enty Y€3l'S 8gO ‘SOlTl€

Sionln en’ hodt: F5 ‘T/OIT8?/?j89aF§|n,"'9; anTht fie itmg td( m' 9.‘t'. ‘f H2‘; in rguhrag djgnocecg women are now returning to it. Of course times have changed dramatically and the difference now is

S‘ ey mac e 8 maS( ' .' .)' 6 S fa egy ?"‘ co DOS‘ {On 0 .83 . g that women have a choice of la 'n the ame at a variety of different levels: summer league. college
over the years as the team lost stars like Morris. Lust, Amy Wilbur and Marino. but gained others like p W g g 'e

club or co-ed
Hollinger and Goodwin. Others, like Melissa Shufro and Christine Dunlap have remained with the team ' . , . . .

. . . . . . . . A . I . f h ff b fb ll l t d t.
virtually since its inception. And now, a new generation of college players has Joined the squad. But one nd general Y Speaking they don t have to lg to O noxious so t a p ayers O O I

thing has remained the same
"The goal was always to win." Godiva's Coyne said. "We're never good enough."

In the late |980's and early '90s. Godiva was known more for its exciting, fast-break offense, relying on ‘

more conservative. Maineiacs-type offense where they only huck in certain parts of the field; if the bomb ‘

its long throws and receivers. Since Hollinger moved from San Francisco in I993. that has shifted toa - s * " “"""‘ " '5' " " "'“ T ""' ’ *"‘ “‘ "1-"-"7 ? 4

} .
(\ 4 0 7 ' ' I I

isn't there they work it back across the field and take a look on the other side. .§ ha IS Z1 llS[ 0f\/\/omen S Nauonals
Summarizing the philosophy she brought to Godiva, Hollinger said: "l think the women's game has to "

now evolve to kind of like a tennis game where you admit the differences between men and women. You

admit that woman are going to volley longer and their serves aren't as fast."

Along those lines. she opposes women's teams playing the dump-oriented offense that some men's

teams now play.

_-_..___

champions and runners up:
Year(s) Winner Runner Up ‘
l98l B.L.U. (Boston) Synergy (Northwest)

v~4l:=~;.‘.*-‘_

"Women's teams shouldn't play that. because that's so you could get that disc to that guy so he could ‘ I932 Zulu (B°$t°") Fisheads (Midllgan)

huck it up the field to someone going fast away for a 30- or 40- yardtcut." she said. "Most women's I983 Fisheads Spinsters (Boston) —~~

teams don't have that in their arsenal. the throw or the cut. And l think women need to say that's OK. 1;

We don't have that speed or strength to throw it as |ong." I984 Lady Condors (Santa Barbara) Fisheads

Of course in Christine Dunlap and Molly Goodwin, Godiva does have those throwers. They just |985 Lady Condors Animation (Boston) t
choose not to play that offense I

"Molly Goodwin is the best player to ever play the game" Ozone's Chris O'Cleary said. "She excels in W86 Lady C°"d°'S ._ Nemaheads (Michigan)

every aspect of the game She's great on defense she has a variety of throws. She's patient with people ll |937 Lady Condors Lady Godiva (Boston)

and with the disc in her hands." _

Dunlap draws similar praise from opponents and teammates alike "Christine Dunlap is better than I988 Lady Godwa Smnhereens (Boston)

them all." Coyne said. "She plays great offense but makes all the big throws. She doesn't get the limelight
K I989 Crush Club (L.A. 8 S.B.) Lady Godiva '*

as fteiz ?e(;iz:htsar‘i]\:ialS(Gl:>|dci)\£aq;ll:;//jays a strong defensive team. they have elevated their level in L’ I990 Maineiacs (San Francisco) Safari (San Diego)

recent years by giving teams different looks, forcing one way and then switching zone-to-man and then l99I Lady Godiva Maineiacs

back again.

This fall. Godiva imported four college stars who, Hollinger said. "are capable of playing in the finals of
J‘ I 992 Maineiacs Lady Godiva

Nationals: Shelly Ratay and Shoshana Cook from Brown. Anouk Savineau from Rutgers and Victoria ‘l I993 M8i"€i8C$ Lid)‘ Godiva

Chou from British Columbia. All of them are learningfrom the best players on the planet." I994 Mix (San Fran) Ozone (Manta) .

Said Coyne: "The thing that keeps Lady Godiva going IS that they have a really good core of people
who keep teaching" I995 Lady Godiva Women on the Verge (Seattle) ..

THE FUTURE
I 996 Lady Godiva Ozone

At the highest levels. women's Ultimate has changed dramatically over the past ve or so years with "997 Lady G°di"a Schwa (P°ma"d' Ore") W
the inux of talented college players, many of whom have been coached by experienced club players |993 Lady Godiya women on the verge ($oaLL|o) . (x

lbefore they graduate

"There are women coming out of college who already know how to throw and they probably have . _-1...:

had a coach.who1s.taught them the basics~of/Aaforce middle or _a trap or a zone," Hollinger said. "And that

'é?.l!¥§B$-A5i$.°§llT!9N -.\l9ll!m§:l8;Nenmber-4.9 Mwember-1998 . ~" *-
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Welcome to the initial installment of "Ask the Rules Guy." I hope you enjoy it This column will I catch the disc in the end zone on the run, take a few more steps (still running), then drop it?

be a regular Newsletter feature, so if you have rules questions, please email them to A: The answer to your rst questions is "no." According to the rules ll.I.E and ll.I.F.b (shown
"upa_rules_guy@upa.org". In this issue I cover some common questions Wl"IlCl'I have pretty dear above), you have dearly experienced "loss of control due to ground contact related to a pass recep- "‘
answers in the rulebook, and a couple of close calls. In future issues I1l chedt out some of the tion." Therefore, also according to Il.I.Eb, your possession was negated. It's exactly as though you
"gray areas" of the rules. " never caught the disc, and thus no goal is awarded. As it happens, this situation was one of those

Q: What is the current edition of the rules? considered when the ground contact rules were written, and they were specically worded so as to
A: The UPA Ninth Edition Rules of Ultimate with I995 Clarications and Amendment. You can nd have this effect
these on-line at "www.upa.org" (under "information"), or you can obtain a rules booklet for a small Your second question is a little tridcier. If, while on the run, you jumped to oatdi the disc, it's

fee from UPA Headquarters (phone I.800.UPAGETH). possible that your subsequent steps were part of regaining your balance after the jump, in which '
Q: What if I am on defense and make a layout interception, but accidentally drop the disc when I case they would still be considered ground contact related to the catch. In that instance the answer

land? ls my "D" still good, or is it a "double tumover?" would be the same as to your rst question, no goal. However, it sounds more like you were sim-

A: The original defensive play stands. There is a specic rule which addresses this situation: ply running along, not off-balance in any way, and took a few extra steps between making the catch

"Xll.2. A pass is considered intercepted if a defensive player catches a pass If a defensive play- and dropping the disc. Would that be a goal? Consider this rule:
er catches a pass and accidentally loses possession of it before or during ground contact related to "XI.4. A player must be completely in the end zone and acknowledge that s/he has scored a

that catch (Il.I.F.b), the defender is considered to have blocked rather than intercepted the pass." goal. If that player plays the disc unknowingly into a tumover, then no goal is awarded." -
There are a couple of points worth noting here. First, the defensive player has to "accidentally" The common application of this rule is when a player is in the goal but doesn't realize it and

cough up the disc. You are not allowed to intentionally drop or put down the disc after intercepting. attempts another pass. If that next pass is incomplete, then it's a tumover. Perhaps less obvious is

In that case it would indeed be the infamous "double-tumover," since the prerequisites of Xll.2 that the wording "plays the disc unknowingly into a turnover" can also cover a drop. So, if you

would not apply, resulting in a simple case of an interception followed by a loss of possession. knew you were in the goal and acknowledged it in some way before the drop occurred, then it is a

Second, the above rule specically refers to "ground contact related to that catch," citing nile goal. Otherwise, the drop counts and it's not a goal. Admittedly, "acknowledgment" can be subject

Il.I.F.b. Let's have a look at that and a couple of related rules: to interpretation, and could make for some spirited debate. Unfortunately, the rules offer us no fur-

"ll.I E. Ground Contact: All player contact with the ground directly related to a specic ther guidance in that regard.

event or maneuver, including landing or recovery after being off-balance, e.g., jumping, diving, lean- Q: A handler throws me a swing pass, but it's a little far and a tough catch. I just barely manage

ing or falling. to pindw it between my thumb and one nger; At the very moment I stop the rotation of the disc, -
F. Possession of the disc: Sustained contact with, and control of, the non-spinning disc a. To the defender his it hard, knodting the disc from my grasp. ls it a strip?

catch a pass is equivalent to establishing possession of that pass. b. Loss of control due to ground A: This comes up quite a bit. Rule XVll.4 states that a strip may occur when the disc is "in the

contact related to a pass reception negates that receiver's possession up to that point" possession of the thrower or receiver." So the question is, did you gain possession? As shown

So, the strict interpretation of the play is as follows. An airborne defender gained possession of above, possession is dened as "sustained contact with, and control of, the non-spinning disc"

the disc (II.I.F and lI.I.F.a); however, subsequent related ground contact occurred (Il.E) causing the (Il.I.F). Although you stopped the spin, did you have "sustained contact" and "control" of the disc?

player to lose control of the disc. The effect is to negate the defender's possession (II.I.F.b), mean- From your description, it sounds like your contact was momentary, not sustained. Also, "just bare-

ing that the pass was actually blocked rather than intercepted (Xll.2). The defender's original play ly" managing to pinch the disc between thumb and nger for only the small fraction of a second

stands, and her/his team takes possession of the disc. required to stop the spin, but no longer, doesn't sound like control. My opinion is that you did not

As a nal aside, notice that the wording of XII.2 contains the phrase "before or during ground successfully complete the catch and establish possession. Of course, on the eld it's up to you to
contact" So, even if the defender C3iCl’I8S the disc but accidentally drops it while still in the air (i.e. make that judgment Personally, I'd call that block legit
before landing), the defensive play remains valid. . That's it for this issue. Please send me your rules questions for next time. Until then remember,

Q: I'm on offense. If I layout in the end zone and make the grab, touch one foot down (in- "Play Hard, Play Fair!"

bounds) rst, but then drop the disc when the rest of my body hit the ground, is it a goal? What if Troy Frever upa_rulesluy@upa.org
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I998 nlarks the 30th anniversary of Ultimate and the inaa- has to do it because boys will just show up for spors, girls not as mudi. I think Coed really benets these smaller markets like Denton and

gwal year aftbe Coed Division in the UPA National It's true that we rob the women's division to beef up the co-ed. We South Carolina, where there haven't been enough women in the past to
Cbaarpionsllips. In some instances the sport has gone badr to its began the co-ed series without having recruited enough women to play support either a womens team or a competitive mens team, but can still

roots hproloting a kindernrore gentler forln of Ultimate. It ultimate frisbee overall. And when our recruiting efforts improve, we put together a good coed team and have a great time. It's also great
has opened the door to the thousands afaon-competitive rea'e- will continue to run into the issue of pregnancy and female players having for the colleges like Texas A&M, and also Emory from Atlanta- they a

ational players to play bl a toumanrent that promotes Spirit of shorter average careers than the guys. We can only solve the issue at _ threw together a team for Coed Sectionals too, despite never having had

The Game and camaraderie. It has also allowed competitive the beginning, and hope that frisbee playing mothers have enjoyed ulti a strong college program in the spring. It's nice to have a place for
players a greater chance ofplaying at Regional: and Nationals. mate enough to make women's or co-ed play a part of their adult lives. spouses to play together at a more competitive level- as I read down the
Sole starplayers from marginal teams have dedded now or Sl'UDOIlI!NS@aol.com coed rosters I received, I see so many couples.... I predict there will be a

lever and nlade the switdr this abandoning tbeirstraggling I think that Colorado (and other sections) highlight an important lot of babies and kids on the coed sidelines in Sarasota...

Open and Minions teams. point In the areas that are affected by the coed division, its not coed iennifer@extraplex.co|n
The Coed Division was created to promote the sport of Ultimate and exdusively that contributes to the loss of women's teams. The women's I have read everybody's comment on the pros and cons of the

to grow the game. Has Coed really added more teams to the Championship. teams that are affected are struggling teams, teams that lost their lead- growth of the co-ed series, and here in New York, there are established,

Series or merely brought players over from Open and Women teams? ers or have bumed out leaders, or combo teams fonned from areas that and dominant open and women teams that consistently advance to —

I still believe that the Ultimate community is large enough at this have no women's teams andnow have a local altemative. The problem regionals, and then to nationals. This fact is discouraging to many play-
point to support all four divisions (Open/Open Masters/Women's/Coed) is what Stu was saying: the women's division was not initially strong ers who try to break into the strangle hold the tops teams have on spos
in one series. It may mean somewhat less numbers for the other divi- enough for a competitor like the coed division to be introduced. The at regionals. Although coed has pulled some players out of open and
sions for a season or two (or even three or four) but in the long run I weaker will simply not survive. I think we have a real problem here. women divisions, it has also encouraged new players with the opportu-
think the numbers will show that the addition of the Coed div will actu- And I don't‘ think it's as black and white as the coed division vs. the nity to compete at a regional and national level that was unavailable to
ally promote overall growth. ¢mmu@ women's. I think the problem is the women's division is not strong them in other divisions. One of the main goals of the co-ed series was

It seems to me that more men than women play ultimate because enough. And now coed has simply added to the forces. to encourage new players. At our sectionals, more than half of the play-

more men than women play sports. In our attempt to equalize (almost) csIer@bswtsv|'.lvl|l.l|p.co||| ers had never played in a sectional toumament, and even fewer had
the number of men and women on the eld for the UPA series, we have I was a non-UPA member playing coed disc for I3 years. For I3 advanced to regionals. In addition, we only pulled one open team *
deliberately overlooked the fact that the UPA numbers don't support it! years I said "l would love to be a UPA member, but there's no coed divi- away, and no women's teams. BenT@Cluen.con|
Period. ln my hometown of Atlanta we have 27 co-ed teams in our sion, so why should I?" "Look what you're doing to the wildcard."
summer league playing 2 women/5 men at a time. Rarely does a team What I see in this area is that the top women's teams are getting so -Whiny Portland Guy who will be in Portland during Nationals weekend
suffer from having too many females OR too few guys. If it were not for strong. and are so non-involved in the development of new players and "l'd play coed if it were in the spring."
the fact that women have greater stamina the league might end....and teams, that you have to already be very good to get imo the women's -Bunch of folks, most of whom I'm glad aren't playing coed.
this is playing 5 and 2! scene. Talk about counter-intuitive!

Unquestionably, the UPA series is set up intelligently (i.e. playing 4-3 You have to be good at something to be able to play? I don't know
or 3-4) for gender participation, so what do we do? women that START playing women's disc and then go to coed...l know

Like many things, it begins with outreach and education. We set up women that played coed with us for a couple of years, and nally got '-
frisbee workshops designed for female athletes. It means that folks will good enough to get onto one of the women's teams. So personally, I

have to take the time to encourage women to come play. At all levels. lost coed women to women's teams...not the other way.
The co-ed team in our section with the most women is Paideia High stis@xillnx.com
$Cl'I00l (kudos to coadi Mike Baccarini). There are other high schools Texas A&M, and their captain told me that thanks to the coed divi-
with other girls out there. While male ultimate programs thrive at vari- sion, his SCl100l might nally have enough interested women to form a

ous colleges, where are the complementary female clubs? Someone womens team for the spring season! That's fantastic!
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UPA Volunteer Spotlight
This column will highlight an individual voIunteer’s efforts and also act as a tribute to all UPA volun- if ‘Min '
teers. Over the past 30 years these volunteers have helped progress this sport to where it is today.
The trek is far from over and they will continue to be the foundation of Ultimate's growth and success.

When the horn sounds at a UPA National Event What are some of your other contributions to
you can bet the man with his nger on the button Ultimate?
is Rex O’ Quinn, UPA’s Open Division Director.
Although predominately seen on Ultimate elds, Hosted the 86 & 92 Southern Regional tourna-
Rex is developing a more internal role within the ments, Ran 96 Fall Nationals, Unofcial UPA Web
UPA by helping maintain the UPA’s website. As the Site Hacker. Always been available to help TDs set
old saying goes running a tournament is often a up tournament brackets and give advice on tour-
thankless job. Consider this gratitude for such nament issues.
smooth and seamless Ultimate events.

Is Spirit of the Game alive and well at the
When did you start playing Ultimate? regional and national level?
I985 in Huntsville Alabama with ‘Worthless
Youth" ' I think that it has gotten better over the last two

years. It is awesome how the best team in the
Who helped you get started? World (DoG) can line up, play and beat you with

their game and not get in to a call fest. I think this
Guys that I worked with. Parker Gilium, Perry years nationals was pretty clean, Yes we still have
Hardision, David Dawson, Lavone Wolfe and many a few hot heads (old and young), but overall itth d year, the players were asked to decide how the UPA would .,
o ers. was pretty goo

Whatdo you remember about your rst Do you see the role of observers evolving with
Toumament? in the UPA?

My rst tournament was Mud Bowl V in I like the aspect of observers helping the game
Birmingham, Al, Feb. I985. At the party there along in upper level competition. Mainly by pro-
were people stair-rolling and table-sliding. viding active line, up/down calls and "speeding
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8 REGIONS FOR
 COLLEGE AND

NEW BOARD MEMBERS
For the third year, the UPA members of the UPA Board of

Directors were directly elected by the membership. Also this

J/"’\

redraw the College regional boundaries (or not redraw them at
all).

COLLEGE REDRAWING
The first question was whether or not the UPA should redraw

the regions at all. A "Yes" vote meant persons could select one
of three options. A "No" vote meant the UPA would not change
the current colle e boundaries at all Feelin s were retty clear

5;

L

the flow by timing between points, during time- on this iSSue_ 8 ' 8 P -

Worst experience playing? outs, and during disagreements". However, I think
that it will be very hard for tournaments

April I0th I994 When lightning struck and killed to provide observers. Its hard enough to lust get
Shawn Adams and put Carmen Lapoma into a people to help run a tournament, much less get
comma. Its sad how some people still don't qualied & respected people to volunteer to
respect lightning. obsen/e. Yes we might be able to run a few tour-

naments and get a group together to do an exhi-
Best experience playing? bition of observing. But until you have enough

money to pay people to observe there just will
Its really hard to pick the best. I have been very not be enough qualied people willing to step up
fortunate to have traveled to many tournaments in to the plate.
the states and Europe. I would have to say that
my most fun has been on the hollowed grounds Where do you foresee the UPA in the next 5 years?

94% Yes

6% N0

Members were given three options for the UPA’s College
regional boundaries. One proposed plan increased the system
to eight regions, while the other plan resulted in seven regions.
A third option was to indicate no preference. This allowed
someone to vote for a change in the system in question one,
but to not indicate a strong preference for_either of the two pro-
posed plans. The results were reasonably close.

54% 8 Re ions
of Versailles Ohio. The site of Poultry Days. You 41% 7 Regions -
don't nd tournament locations that love us the lst without me, 2nd Where ever you want it to be.
way this town does. Win or lose I have always had Remember to keep the "P" in the "UPA"‘ you have to
a great time. be involved. So get involved and make a difference.

Best thing about the sport

The people that play. I couldn't think of a better
group to socialize with. I have friends all around
the world. I even met my wife while playing.

Worst thing about the sport

All of the people that just want to complain about
anything that they don't like. I wish people would
realize that we are a small organization and try
our best to meet the players needs and concerns.
Also if they don't like something they can get involved
and make changes. Just look at what happened
with the Coed division over the last two years.

What positions have you held within the UPA?

I started out as the Gulf Coast Sectional
Coordinator, then I took over the Southern
Regional Coordinator position, while serving as
SRC I also served on the Board of Directors, You *

think by now that I would've had enough of this
stuff, but: I attended Nationals in I994 as a UPA
volunteer and worked with Eric Simon on running
the tournament for the UPA. During the next year I

found myself more involved with Nationals
(College and Fall). During the summer of I995, I

applied for the Executive Director of the UPA and
was saved when a young man named Bob Byrne
was selected instead of me. I served as Director of
Com etition for the 1996 d O

8
5% No preference

The UPA will have in place, for the I999 College
Championship Series, the eight region system voted on by the
membership. Contact College Director Kate Bergeron at
UPA_NCD@upa.org, if you are interested in volunteering to be a

Sectional or Regional Coordinator for next year.
Awildcard system, which could also mean no wildcards at all,

will be selected by the Board at the annual UPA meeting in
Dallas, Texas, January 16-18, I999.

BOARD RESULTS I

Bill Layden, former UPA Sectional Coordinator of the Year, ran
unopposed for the Northwest Region spot. In the Northeast
Region, current Board President \n Shelton was running against
Jason Tallerman: "

Vin Shelton 67%
Jason Tallerman 33%

Finally, the membership chose two individuals for the at-large
Board positions (meaning they can be from any region in the
UPA). The results:

I62 Henry Thorne
I43 Vin Shelton
I40 Bill Layden
98 Matt Healy
69 Jason Tallerman .

Since \n Shelton and Bill Layden were elected to regional
posts, incumbent Henry Thorne and newcomer Matt Healy are
the newly elected at-large Board members.

There were a total of 620 votes cast, out of approximately

I

,,-

L

P Season an pen 10,400 ballots mailed out (six percent). Thanks to those of you "
Division Director since then. who voted.
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be very nice. lt is always good to be able to match a face to graphically, and that just would not be possible for a num- advance 8 teams to Nationals. As originally proposed, the committee urges you to take your time and consider

l an email address or voice on the telephone; it tends to ber of reasons. For this reason, the East has been left wildcard bids would advance another 4 teams thus creating both/all three proposals very seriously and think about

humanize the otherwise "faceless UPA volunteer (bureau- essentially untouched, except that it will be reformatted to a T2-team National Championship tournament. By how you, the game of Ultimate and the UPA would be

crat)" and may help one to better understand, or at least fit into the proposal’s plan, generally. decreasing the quantity of teams competing at Nationals effected by each proposal.

accept, some of the decisions s/he makes. Reducing the from t4 to T2, this proposal seeks to increase the quality of

size of the Sections and Regions, as both "change" propos- State Championships those teams by functionally eliminating the bottom two Conclusion

als would, will almost ensure more contact between the ln this proposal the current "Sectional Championships" teams (the 13 and T4 seeds) at the Regionals level. ln theo- That's it. It's re-described below in tables and (fake)

teams and their Sectional and Regional Coordinators. would be replaced by a State/Sectional Championship tour- ry, all 12 should be able to play competitively with one short-hand. The committee believes this proposal presents

nament The theory behind this proposal is that having another, thus minimizing the "blow-out" problem. a comprehensive plan to redraw the divisions and revise

Radical Redraw Option State Championship toumaments will increase the number Additionally, decreasing the number of participating teams the FCS in a manner that addresses all of the Board's and

As stated above, this proposal introduces a new and of rst round toumaments, thus increasing the number of should ease scheduling, observers and eld space issues. the membership's concems and Wl‘llCl‘l serves all of the

additional tier of competition into the FCS: the Conference. people and teams participating in the FCS. This is extreme The winner of the toumament is National Champion. goals of the FCS and the redraw effort lt is also future-

The plan works as follows: the country would be divided ly important because the UPA currently derives most of its looking, in that it addresses the possibility of intemational

imo 4 Regions of roughly geographically equal size, except revenue and membership from sign-ups obtained during Clacli Tets participation in the FCS beyond Canada, and is designed in

1

for the East, for reasons to be discussed below. The the FCS. The committee believes State-based fomiat Respecting Canadian teams and the best way to include such a way as to be easily amended, or tweaked, as geo- ‘“
Regions in tum would eadi be divided into two would encourage growth in participation for several rea- them in the UPA FCS the Redraw Committee sought the graphic,/demographic changes demand.

Conferences per Region for a total of 8 Conferences (the sons, chief among these are intra-State pride and the mini- advice of lohn Harris’, Executive Director of the CUPA

new division). The general geographic conguration of the mal travel distance that would be involved. The committee (Canadian UPA). His simple solution is that the borders of ‘llre Itailal "Redraw" Proposal reprise Series Format:

Conferences was created by (literally) drawing cirdes of proposes that a minimum of 4 teams partidpate in each the Northem-most States/Sections be extended northward State/Sectional Championships - half, up to top 4 advance

equal size on a map around "Ultimate population centers," division (Open and Women; Co-Ed tb.a.) in the rst round SUCh that the teams found "above" (i.e., north of) eadi Conference Championships - half, up to top 6 advance

whidi are areas of high team density, usually around toumament in order for a State to be its own division; if it existing State/Section should play in the State/Sectional I2 team Regional Championships - top 2 teams advance

major cities. Demographic infonnation from UPA had fewer teams, it would need to combine with an adja- Championship toumament below it This proposal adopt I2 team National Championships

Headquarters (HQ) was used to dene the Ultimate popu- cent state, as mentioned above, to form a Multi-State that solution with the added proviso that the UPA Board of -The top 2 teams from eadi region advances to Nationals.

lation centers. When the nal 8 Conferences were drawn Section (some things just never diange); if a State had Directors be given explicit authority to revisit the issue of [Not part of fomial proposal:

on the map, they were diecked to ensure a reasonable dis- more than I6 teams, it could divide analogously into a Sub- Canadian, and other intemational, partidpation in the UPA -2 strength wildcard bids

tribution of Nationals level teams amongthe Conferences. State Section. The specic numerical requirements for a FCS with an eye toward creating purely foreign-based rst -2 growth/size wildcard bids]

The Conferences are then divided further into their compo- rst round division, State, Sub-State Section, or Multi-State round divisions at some time in the future. The committee

nent States, thus rendering the State the rst-round division Section, can be altered by the UPA Board of Directors from can visualize the day when teams from other countries 4 Regions - each with 2 Conferences _ .-
unit, replacing Sectionals (unless the State has too few time to time, as necessary; the 4/16 split described above (e.g., Mexican teams) wish to participate in the UPA FCS . Region Conferences

teams to justify its being a division unto itself, in which case was chosen for logistical and administrative reasons: the and suggess that teams from any sudi non-U.S./Canadian East - New England Mid—Atlantic

States would combine into 2- or 3-State Sections, and in relative ease with which a State could become a new divi- areas petition the Board and the relevant Conference West - Northwest Southwest

the East, a few States have themselves been divided into sion (4 team minimum) and the relative difculty of run- Coordinator to become a "Section" for whidi they will be Central - Plains Mountains

GulfSub-State Sections (the temis can be modied)). The pro- ning a toumament with potentially more than 32 teams. awarded I (7) bid to the Conference Championship touma- South - Coastal

posal will be eshed out more thoroughly below. The proposal calls for top 4 (but no more than half of the) ment in the most geographically appropriate Conference;

The reasons for adding a round of play to the FCS are teams in a given State-based division advance to the this is for another day, however. ' State/Sectional breakdown within Conferences:

to increase partidpation and membership; to decrease the Conference Championship toumament. - East/New Elglald: Metro New York (New York City

travel distances in the rst round, the round that most, if The committee assumes that the rst round of the FCS Fall Schedule Changes & Metro Area, ) Conn-RI (Connecticut, Rhode Island)

not all, UPA members participate and beyond whidi no will be a fun toumament with a "State fair"-like atmos- Because this proposal adds a level of competition to the Upstate New York (Upstate New York) East New England -
more than half of the participating teams will advance; to phere. Competition will also be a major part of the touma- FCS .e., the FCS would be made up of 4 rather than 3 (Boston Area, parts of Eastem Massachusetts, parts of New

increase the competitiveness of the latter rounds; and gen- ment for obvious reasons, and since up to half of the com- toumament), scheduling issues are implicated. Following Hampshire and parts of Maine (Portland)) West New

erally to add value to one's UPA membership. The commit- peting teams could potentially advance to the second this narrative is a sample proposed fall sdiedule that main- England (Vermont, Rest of Massachusetts, Rest of New

tee does not believe the additional round will adversely round, more teams will feel that they have a legitimate tains the traditional "season" of the FCS, Labor Day (Tune Hampshire, Rest of Maine)

effect the Fall schedule to a prohibitive degree because it chance of advancing. The main subjective diange from Up) through the end of Daylight savings time (Nationals). East/Mid-Atlntic: New Jersey (New Jersey)

will only add one more week to the front end of the FCS, Sectionals would be that, with the inclusion of new and The sample proposed sdiedule will allow sufcient time for Pennsylvania (Pennsylvania) Maryland-Del (Maryland, DC,

during which time airfare issues should not yet be implicat- local, generally recreational teams and players, the level of advance plane reservations, where relevant, but will Delaware) Virginia (Virginia) North Carolina (North

ed. (This is discussed further, below.) A map and descrip- competitiveness ("win at all cost") would not be as great require slightly increased planning to meet airline dead- Carolina)

tion of the actual divisions proposed here, as well as the as Sectionals is now, yet it would be greater than the lines. The only potential problem would be the short time South/Coastal: East Coast (Georgia, South Carolina )

divisions superimposed on a population-density (census) Summer-league or B-division toumaments in which they between the State level rst round and the Conference Alabama (Alabama) Tennessee (Tennessee)

' map, can be found at http;//artnet/~cofn/ULTI/REDRAW; play the rest of the year. Thus the State Championship Championship because some teams might want to fly to Honda (Honda)

also, the actual proposed divisions, the State/Sections, would be a toumament of intennediate competitiveness, the Conference Championship; however, because there will South/Gull: Gulf Coast (Louisiana, Mississippi) Gulf

Conferences and Regions, are described in table form fol- and teams of a like mindset that have avoided Sectionals in Central (Oklahoma, Arkansas) Texas (Texas) New Mexico

lowing the text of this proposal. the past because it was too competitive would be encour- be 8 Conferences rather than 6 Regions, the travel dis- (New Mexico)

Please approadi this proposal with an open mind. It is aged to play. tances to the Conference Championships should be shorter Central/Plains: Illinois (Illinois) Indiana (Indiana)

certainly the more radical of the two "diange" proposals than they would have been to Regionals, the cun'ent sec- Miss-lowa (Missouri, lowa) East Plains (Ohio, Kentudty,

presented here and as sudt might, and maybe should, Collereloe Clmplolsps ond round toumament This potential problem would be West lrginia) Michigan (Midiigan) Northem Plains

raise a few eyebrows. That does not mean it is unworthy The next level of competition proposed is the eliminated, however, if the rst round of the FCS was (Minnesota, Vlsconsin)

of consideration. To the contrary, the committee feels it is Conference Championship. There are 8 proposed moved up to Labor day. The sample proposed schedule as Central/Mountains: Utah (Utah) Colorado (Colorado)

a sound proposal that addresses all of the issues the Board Conferences. This tier of competition is intended to be written below was conceived out of respect for Tune Up, Wyoming (Wyoming) Kansas (Kansas) Dakotas (South

has directed us to address. Whether it is too radical a more competitive than the current Sectional Championship, traditionally held on Labor Day weekend in Chicago; if the Dakota, North Dakota) Nebraska (Nebraska)

diange is not the proper analysis; rather the question to be but less exdusive than the current Regional Championship FCS started on Labor Day weekend, Tune Up could be simi- West/Northwest: Washington (Washington) Oregon

considered is whether the proposed dianges and their toumament Additionally, since there will be 8 larly moved up, thus allowing it to maintain its raison (Oregon) Big Sky (Idaho, Montana) Alaska (Alaska)

rationales tend to promote the stated goals for the FCS. Conferences rather than 6 Regions, the travel distances to d'etre as the major FCS tune up toumament. West/Southwest: Northem Cal (Northem Califomia)

A few words on the Vlldcard: There has been much the Conference Championships will be shorter than to Central Cal (Central Califomia, Nevada) Southem Cal

discussion among the Board as to whether the potential Regionals, the current second round FCS toumament It is Discussion (Southem Califomia) Arizona (Arizona) Hawaii (Hawaii)

uses for \Nildcard bids to Nationals should be a part of or anticipated that Masters teams, and perhaps Co-Ed Division The structural changes to be implemented by this pro-

apart from the Redraw proposals. The consensus is that teams, would "automatically" qualify for the Conference posal, namely the introduction of a new level of competi- Canadian and non-US

the issues should be decided separately and so they will. Championship toumament, mudi like the Masters do for tion and the use of a State-based rst round in the FCS, are 1) State/Section boundaries should be extended north into

In the original version of this proposal, however, Vlldcard Regionals under the current system. Since there will be an simultaneously its most valuable and its most potentially Canada; teams north of each State/Section play in that

bids were incorporated into the overall plan and worked unequal number of State/Sections in the different troublesome features. Simply put, the plan promotes all of State/Section; that's how Canadian teams get added.

options:

with the redrawing effort to achieve the goals set forth Conferences, the Conference Championship toumament the goals sought to be furthered by the redrawing effort: it [Not part of formal proposal:

above. Though this proposal has revised the rst round of will not have an equal number of participating teams. This should increase the number of teams participating in the 2) Non-US/Canadian sectional leaders petition the UPA

competition so as to promote the growth of partidpation asymmetry is another (unfortunate) reality of the current FCS and thus promote growth; it will decrease travel dis- Board and Regional coordinator in question, for acceptance

5

-I

and membership, committee feels growth should be fur- unequal distribution of teams. The committee proposes tances to the rst and second rounds of the FCS; it ensures into a Conference. Non-US sections would be allowed I ’
ther augmented by the incentive of being awarded a size- that the top 6 (but no more than half of the) teams from diverse geographic representation at Nationals and wildcard into the petitioned Conference Championship

and/or growth-based Wildcard bid to Nationals. Likewise, each Conference Championship toumament advance to accounts for disparate team density throughout the toumament]

while the format proposed will yield a "best team" and Regionals. This admittedly large number of advancing Continent; and it will yield a Champion that is the best Sample Proposed 1999 FCS schedule based

good competition, the reality of unequal national distribu- teams is proposed because it will provide many (high B- team. it other positive features have been discussed con- on Radical Redraw Proposal:

tion of strong teams means that, in the absence of a level and low A-level) teams a legitimate chance of advanc- textually, above. I Sept 4-5 (Labor Day) Tune Up 8. other pre-FCS toumeys

strength-based Wildcard bid, some Nationals-worthy teams ing to the penultimate round of the FCS, and will (eventual-' These same structural changes also present concems -week off

will "miss the cut" in favor of weaker teams in weaker divi- ly) deanly yield 4 T2-team Regional Championship touma- that need to be considered when analyzing it The Sept 18-I9 State/Sectional Championships

sions. The committee believes that no redrawing plan can ment. And while a toumament format that yields a "top increased administrative burden cannot be ignored. While Sept 25-26 Conference Championships

achieve all of the goals set by the Board in the absence of 6" is unusual, it is not that hard to imagine: for example, Bob said HQ can handle the increase, UPA volunteers will -2 weeks off

Wildcard bids. Thus in the original version of this proposal the top 4 (quarter-nals winners) automatically advance, also have to be able to handle it UPA Volunteers are you, Oct 9-10 Regional Championships

two wildcards were to be awarded for "strength," one for the next 4 (quarter-nals "losers") play for the last 2 spots. so ask yourself: would I or my team volunteer to host a -3 weeks off

"size" and one for "growth." This is presented for purpos- State Championship toumament? A Conference Oct 28-31 National Championships (time change)

es of background and to assist in the analysis of whether Regional Clmnplonslilps Championship? The committee believes the membership is

the proposal can "work;" the actual decision regarding As stated, the format described above will yield 4 12- up to the task, but be honest in your analysis. The sched- Btimated Team Distribution using Fall 97 numbers for

whether and/or how to use wildcard bids will be made at a team Regional Championship toumaments. The committee ule change may adversely effect annual local tune up tour- Radical Redraw Proposal

later date. proposes that, like the current Regionals,_the top 2 teams namens other than Tune Up, and the four round sdiedule Conference

A few words on the obvious remaining size inequality: automatically advance to Nationals. The committee itself may cause logistical problems. And of course, change East/New England

there's just nothing that can be done about it right now. believes that the teams that naturally advance from this means change, which will be a source of opposition to this East/Mid-Atlantic

The fact is that by far the most and by not-quite-as-far the series fonnat will be the strongest in the Nation. Vlth 6 proposal for some. While opposition to change per se is South/Coastal

Mam
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best teams hale from the Northeastern comer (East teams advancing from the Conference Championship tour- hard to justify, wanting to be very careful about replacing South/Gulf '
Region) of the country. If equalizing travel distance was naments, the chance that a legitimate Nationals level team Sectionals with a new type of rst round toumament is Central/Plains

the controlling consideration, the East Region would grow will "choke" before Regionals is slim; if they choke at wise. Think about realignment in Major League Baseball. Central/Mountains

geographically; that however, would magnify the problem Regionals, well. . .. There's always the wildcard. Vlth all of this said, the committee submits that the pros West/NorthWest

of the better teams competing for a smaller number of bids associated with this proposal far outweigh the cons, and in West/Southwest

to Nationals. If equalizing density was the controlling con- Nationals fact outweigh the pros associated with either the minor

sideration, the East would have to be even smaller geo- Via automatic bids, the FCS fomiat described above will modication proposal or the "no change" option. Still, the
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by Tony |_eona|-do Horse, and it was Game to 1, All-Stars receiving the disc. They called time-out.

"The biggest upset in NE History" according to one sideline obsen/er. I won't
Both sidelines were tense. Neither team wanted to plow through Sunday com-

petition for a chance to play in the Betty Bowl. They wanted to win now.
make ahy Sdeh ela_lms' havlhg ehly played lh the legldh ldl foul Seasons‘ Dark Horse may have been a little more nervous. The WSL veterans, several with

The upset in mind was Red Tide's 16-14 wildcard victory over Dark Horse, lh'_5 multiple rings, were ready for victory. Dark Horse was hoping for another chance to
year's name for the Connecticut/Rhode Island team that qualied for Nationals in be on oense _
1996 and I997. The scra Tide s uad from Portland Maine has been addinppy d ' 3 The pull sailed out of bounds, allowing the All-Stars a chance to set-up. Five

ddallty Players lo the" ldstel eyely yeah A5 a hhal Push ldl the aglhg lea'h' yddhg’ passes later running‘ out of a traditional stack, they scored on a Joe McHugh to
l at-heart veterans Ken Dobyns and Eric Olson were recruited for roster depth. 'Babs to Walter combination, 15-14. The All-Stars would play DoG for seeding on

Dobyns legendary status and big-game strategy crystallized Tide s determination to Sunday whde Dark Horse wou|d have to win Md more games before they could

Wlh lhls game" Dark Holsels rest comfortably with their
younger players could not
counter the gritty emotion of the
veteran Tide line-up.

Let me retrace my steps, how-
ever, and begin at the beginning.

NE Regionals was again held
in Purchase, New York. The
weather was fair, cool and with-
out much wind. Perfect for
Ultimate. Sixteen teams from ve
regions competed in the Open
division. Twelve teams in the
Women's Division made the trip,
and I think three Masters’ teams
competed. Co-ed play was to be
held two weeks later.

The Open Division was seeded
as follows: DoG, WSL All-Stars,
Dark Horse, Ottawa, Red Tide,
Montreal, Cornell, Orion's A-Team.
The bottom eight featured Dos
Manos (from
Boston/Connecticut) Trout
(Boston) and Red Hook
(Brooklyn). I

D06 had little trouble cleaning
up in pool play, qualifying for
Nationals with a 5-point victory l

over Red 11de in semis.

plane tickets.
The game was a great one

and it was too bad someone
had to lose. Both teams -~

played awesome, spirited
Ultimate.

Lady Godiva played up to
expectations. They will not
have much trouble until a rash

of retirements allows room for
other teams to rise to the top.

Behind a veteran line-up-
tall, aggressive and all with
superb disc skills—they crushed
all comers on Saturday,
advancing to Nationals with a

15-6 victory over Boston coun-
terparts Twister.

The Massachusetts metropo-
lis provided plenty of talented
teams for this year's Regionals.
All four teams calling Boston
home made it to the nal Six.

The women learned that the
region had been awarded the
Wildcard days before play. This
was fortunate for the powerful l
New York team Ambush. ‘

Last year Ambush eliminated
Ottawa Wale wlhhel el thls Twister in the game-to-go after

year's Canadian Nationals, and Montreal Mephisto had only sent half-hearted
_ both teams lost to Ottawa's Stella. This year Stella remained at home and Ambush

teams to New York Neither was at full strength and both teams lacked incentive. and Twister met in the Semihab on Suhday_

Ottawa was Upset by #l3 Seed haul lh the hlst lddhd' l3’9' Whlle Mdhlleal hal' It should be noted that the schedule was quite grueling. Saturday consisted of
lowly escaped Red Hdek ll_9' Beth hdwed ddl lh the lesehs hlaekel" four-team pool- la with the to two teams from each of the three pools advanc-

The local favorites, Westchester Summer Lea ue All Stars advanced without trou - - P y' - Pbl h _ _ 3 ' ' ' ing along with two wildcards. So that was three games there (gured it out yet?).
e td t ell rst 3alhe'l°‘3°' agalhsl Dark Helse Whd had alsd made ll cleanly" On Sunday teams were paired in Quarters. A loss sent you to the loser’s bracket

They matched up in semis on Saturday and provided the crowd with great - 'with a chance to qualify for Nationals with three straight wins. The team winning
Ultimate. the -

_ _ _ _ _ _ prized Wildcard would have to play seven games over two days.
Clean, spirited, exciting, intense. These words all describe the game and the Now back to semis Ambush c0u|d not nd a way to Stop Twister/S cuts hack to

players, many who seemed to mirror each other on the eld. the disc and dump-svvings on offense. The large New York squad could not get
chlekeh lee lh Wshs huddle heldle the game "A l°t °l Pedple cut lhls team untracked. Fueled on revenge and psyched to make a bid at this year's Big Show,

because they said they weren't having fun. Well, we've been working hard all sea- Twister Spun out a convincing 15_7 win
son and there won't be anything more fun than sending theseh ii In the losefs bracket semis, Ambush faced another Boston group, Nomar (the

°lhe'I;‘ I h I I _ team sported Red Sox-styled shirts with the number 15 on the back, after star Right
Dal Horse “dd e’ Dehl play the" game play OUR game Ddhl he Sealed °l Fielder Nomar Garciaparra). Nomar played the New Yorkers tough, trading points

these guys. We own these guys."
The rst half was as crisp a game of Ultimate you're likely to see. I didn't count Ambush

in the rst half before being overcome in the second for the nal 14-9 score,

turnovers, but there couldn't have been many at 7-7 when the offenses had scored Oh the dthe, SideI Pdrdahdls Undertoe a|SO phyed an uhexpectedh, tight match
exclusively for each team. Finally, Dark Horse cracked on O and the All-Stars scoredI h h II I with Boston's Tallulah, originally seeded 10th overall (Undertoe was seeded 6).
oh D ell e an hm? ead 8'7 ahd the pdtehllal h'l'°'p°lhlel when they leeelyed Undertoe took a 6-4 lead and hoped to stretch it out before Tallulah's Sarah Russell
the pull. John Babs Babkow was everywhere for the All-Stars, catching four goals responded with three Straight goa|5 (two Qtcheg) to give them a surprising lead, 7-
and throwing three moreh h I ' 6. Undertoe regrouped after that and nished with six to Tallulah's one for a birth

In t e second a f, _WSL opened up a narrow 3-point lead at 10-7 before the in the ha| game of a kmg Sunday
patient Dark Horse team brought it back to 11-10 on a Fortunate "Forch" Mueller b h , - b-d - | Th - d h k -Am us wasnt going to screw up a I to Nationa s eir roster ept ept
goal‘ ' _ _ legs fresh for them. Utilizing quick handlers (Lani, Brenda, Buzz), experienced

1_3-1%, All-Sjtars, Corey Sanford came up with the big D_ block on Horse s Justin deeps (|(atieI 5|-0nywnI Amy Lief) and sharp-throwing middles (Amy Himeblau,
Sa le lh t e eh Zone’ glylhg the New Yorkers ah dppdhdhlly to take a e°mlhahd' Jessica, Missy, Judy, Everyone else), they defeated Undertoe fairly convincingly 15-8
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from Philly.
The MA Co-ed Regionals were held at Lums Pond, DE on Oct. 3-4, 1998. Team

Spirit recognition goes to Mothers (VA) and Tuna (VA). First place nish went to a

well-qualified gaggle of ex-Lucy, ex-Anodyne, ex-Charm . . . and even ex-Philmore
players, on a team called Blind Date?. Second-place went to <XU>, a team with an
excellent side-line game, replete with children, chairs, and pre-Halloween chocolate.

by Susan Siegrist

Saturday play was held at Pennington Fields. We began with a brief Captain's
Meeting to review the format and schedule and made a few changes in seeding. It
was agreed to switch the Spin and Weird Alice seeds; resulting in the following pools:

Pool A: Pool B:

(EC 1 -Ozone-Atl,GA) (FL1-Hucksters-Mixed,FL)
(FL2-Diva-Gnv,FL) (EC2-Fetch-Atl,GA)

(D(1-Homegrown Tomatoes,Astn,TX) (GC1-WIP-Mixed,Gulf Coast)
(GC2-Rhythm Method,Birm,AL) (TX3-Weird Alice-DaIlas,TX)

(TX2-Spin,Houston,TX) (EC3-Savage Chiquitas-AtI,Sav,GA)
(EC4-Flo-Nshville,TN) (GC3-Towanda-FayetteviIle,AR)

Pool Play went as seeded on Saturday with the exception of two upsets in Pool B:

Weird Alice over WIP, and Towanda over Chiquitas. Two rain delays in the afternoon
forced games to be timecaped; both upsets were only one point loses.

Sunday play was held at Gadere Fields. The first round, which completed pool
play was rain delayed, but the clouds blew away and play resumed. In the second
round, the 2nd and 3rd seeds crossed with each other, resulting: Diva over Weird

Alice; and Homegrown Tomatoes upsetting Fetch. The third round showcased the
nal, Ozone over Hucksters (15-6). Meanwhile, Diva met again with Homegrown
Tomatoes and triumphed. Diva, then on to their eighth game of the weekend
matched against their arch rivals, Hucksters. Diva came out strong the rst half and
took it at 8-7. To start the 2nd half, Hucksters put on a zone and although Diva had
some great playsf they didn't score again. Hucksters won 15-8.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OZONE AND HUCKSTERS FOR MAKING IT TO THE BIG SHOW!

by Carlos Aguirre Jr.

It is not lost on me, coordinator of the largest division, what effect my duty of
determining and awarding the location of this event has on all players in the region. ' "W "°8l°"'l" "m B°'8°'°" °‘ 7"“ ‘"4’ °"' l'°"‘ °°° °";":';“‘l'§."l'g°“"

, _ _ _ _ OZ II'I'I 8
To have the success/failure of team(s) greatly dictated by this IS not very comforting, Pool C Pool D Yes

even for someone who is intent on doing what is best for the majority. Maybe some . . . . ,

time in the near future the leaders of the association will come up with a solution Taxllc Raslllalals lpllaalllx) Los guapas (sanbolegoild
which can address the problem of the great distances players in this region must Pal 0 Flamallla (Sallla Balbala) Boll al Gun C ll (Ball el)
deal with. Until then I will continue to advocate a policy of rotating this event Sangla (Albuquerque) Hammalheads (San Dlaga)
among the sections actively represented each year. I would like to thank team cap- f
tains and players in both divisions for making this the smoothest running Regional I B Tl: lag lallcnlabhad a lupla ahl°l§’lllgl4gaglaSl Monaco‘? |c'lVaFl| llypeilall l5'3'
have ever been a part of. The positive support I got leading up to the selection of all el llll ll oval .a"‘"‘°' ea S '. ' allgla gave O O amen e a lull .

before falling 15-10 and in the only game in which a lower pool play seed won,'t , t f ' h ' . _ . .
oewagg aotecost and lunmng oft e tournament was greatly appleclated Team Schering came out strong and held onto a 15-13 victory over Legion of Doom.

Congratulations go out to the Santa Barbara Condors, 1998 SOUTHWEST REGION As axl.)aclaa' lhala Wale no Close game? ln the 2nd ’.°“"di Condals Oval Team
OPEN DIVISION CHAMPION. For the 2nd year the Condors 80 undefeated and Sclgiellng l5'6’ lohnny Bravo olllwel gypellon 1l.|2_4é.To:llc Raalalols algal 5";‘8"’ CR?’
retain the title of best team in the Southwest. This year's BACKDOOR representative an Los Guapas oval Hammal ea S l5'3' e ma poo P ay mun lam alca a
is San Diego's Los Guapos. An outstandin showin for this ear’s host team. Saaalllg as all ‘°P.§°edS completed pool play undefeated and “"°l‘a"°"geF"8 8 Y
Congratulations go out to the Los Angeles Tempus Fugit, 1998 SOUTHWEST REGION Colldols oval Leglan ol Doom l5'7' Johnny Bravo Oval Monsoon l5'6' Toxlc
MASTERS DIVISION CHAMPION. A strong Sunday performance by this team results Raslnalals °Val.P°ll° Ft')a'“.‘*"‘: l5'7' anadlai °|P°P°S.°"eLB‘;“"le' 6:" Club l5'8'
in an opportunity to play in Florida. Best of Luck to these teams at Nationals. ll waargaw llme la "’§'" l e ls‘: '°.“" 0 a lmlllallall Y avlng lLa F'°“§"g*'

A typical beautiful weekend greeted us as we arrived at the Del Mar Pollo Fields games‘ a games Wale‘ Team Sc allllg Vs‘ Hypallan' Monsoon VS’ aglon 0 0am’
for competition. This site provided us with the unique ability to host all divisions at Pollo Flamame VS‘ HammallleadS' and Bauldal Gull club Ya‘ Sallgla The lop two
the same location. Special thanks go to Steve Fer uson for securin this location Seeds lolcad to play ll“? classaval had no plablem delaallng the lowest Seeded8 8
andsen/ing in the role of event coordinator. Also thanks go out to the UCSD Squids teams ln the lallmay wllll Pollo Flamallla wlnnlllg by a Scale ol l5'8 and Boulael
f th - l - k- h- Gun Club by a score of 15-7. The other two games showed how close the #7
or ell lo e In ma ma t ls event a Success through #10 teams were, with Team Schering defeating Hyperion by a score of 15-

OPEN D|V|S|oN I1 and Monsoon battling to a 15-13 victory over Legion of Doom.

This year's eld consisted of twelve teams, ve from Southern California, three rllle la.“ lguni of play on Za’“'d*.’Y was the lat loll“? the a.lglll.l:al: dallblje
from Arizona, three from Colorado, and one from New Mexico. M take on this is; a lmlnalloll lac at‘ Tap sea S agalll Came out all lap ally easl Y llllll l a can OlaY
the formation of the Co-ed Division eliminated many of the lower tier Open teams. oval Monsoon l5'3 and Los Guapos oval Pollo Flamellla l5'4 Sellmg up a #l VS‘ #4
This number of teams does not lend itself very well to providing the best opportunity Semlllllali on the alhal Slda al the blackaa Team Schallllg was no mat?“ lal.l°hlllly
for all teams to have a shot at qualifying and in order to accomplish this I decided to Blavo galfllllg 'l5'.5 and lll a #3 VS‘ #5 game’ Boulaelgull club gave Toxlc Raslnalols
not use the UPA approved format. Instead we used a pool play format designed by a lull a are aslllg l5'll ta Sal up a #2 VS #3 Seml llla
Kevin Hatch of Phoenix. Right on Kevin! This format consisted of four pools of three Th Slglldalz mallllilfg ""9“"' Sllwcasa lllj l°.ph4 aagns lll llaad la lleaj ccémpallllall
teams. After completion of pool la teams were seeded within the ool based on a out em Ca l amla malc up Starla wll a t e lallsloll "”‘P"’F‘e O two teamsP Y1 P
pool play results and a crossover game was played between 2nd and 3rd place n- "‘."‘° know each alhal so well‘ Strong P'.aY all both Sldes ol the dlsc and an Occa-
ishers for qualifying into the eight team double elimination. The initial format was: Slonal lucky bleak Seamed to be '“!PPe"'"8 lol both teams aS."“* Calldals look a 9'

' 8 lead into the half. Los Guapos with the pressure on to stay in the game could not
Pod A Pod B generate any consistent offense in the 2nd half and ended up in the losers bracket

Condors (Santa Barbara) Johnny Bravo (Bmder) falling 17-I2. The other semifinal featured Johnny Bravo vs. Toxic Resinators. This
Legion of Doom (Denver) Monsoon (Tucson) was last year's BACKDOOR game and Toxic Resinators were intent on revenge start-
Team Schering (Phoenix) Hyperion (Los Angdes) ing out strong and taking a 9-7 half-time lead. Johnny Bravo would not be swayed,

comes out and scores the 1st point of the 2nd half up-wind to rally to a 17-15 victo-
ry. An outstanding game by both teams. For the 2nd year, Condors vs. Johnny Bravo
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At this point it's important to note a few things. The championship game had

Pool A Pool B been played and The Full Masters had won. However they talked amongst them-

Something About Mary Adult Wdeo selves and decided that too many of their players wouldn't be able to make it so

All-Stars Blind Date Pira Haku they declined the bid. This meant that the round three game between Adult Video

Bad Larry The Full Masters and Pira Haku was "the game to go." Adult Video had already beaten Pira during

Ultimate Beach Bums Fire In The Hole pool play on Saturday and they came out strong. They have amazingly fast players

Occidental College Paradise Tossed with excellent throwing and cutting skills. Pira soon found themselves down and

losing ground. At 12-5 (game to 13) they started their comeback. Led by a spark

Round 1: from Mike Lyle, and with outstanding performances by JJ Jones, Walt Wilson, Bob

Mary 13 Occidental 9 Adult Wdeo 13 Paradise 5 Hensle and others they went on a 7-0 run to tie the game at 12. Now the cap was

Blind Date 13 Beach Bums 6 Pira Haku 13 Fire 3 on and it was hard to 14. The teams traded points to 13s. One last point. Game to ,
one. Do or go home. Pira pulls to Adult Video and they have it going upwind. Up

Round 2: the left hand sideline, great flow cuts up the sideline, the crowd yelling, and they

Bad Larry 10 Mary 9 Masters 13 Adult Video 7 punch it in for the win!
Occidental 10 Beach Bums 9 Paradise 11 Fire 10 What a game.

So with Masters having declined, Bad Larry and Adult Video had to play one last

Round 3: game to decide seeding for Nationals. It was a game to ten and Bad Larry won 10-9.

Blind Date 12 Occidental 5 Pira Haku 13 Paradise 8 Adult \deo had committed to attending Nationals on Sunday but had to make

Bad Larry 13 Beach Bums 5 Masters 13 Fire 8 the call Tuesday night to decline because not enough players could attend. So that

the #3 team, Pira Haku, got to bump up a notch and go to Nationals.

Round 4: So that’s how we got to having these two fine teams to represent our region at

Mary 13 Beach Bums 5 Adult Video 13 Fire 2 Nationals. I want to congratulate all ten teams who came to San Diego this week

Bad Larry 12 Blind Date 6 Masters 13 Pira Haku 11 end. These teams were tough, spirited, and played extremely well. I want to send a _

special congratulations to Fire In The Hole. They traveled all the way from CO to

Round 5: compete with only ten players. ‘Scroll back up and look at their scores. They

Mary 13 Blind Date 2 Adult Video 13 Pira Haku 7 showed great heart
Bad Larry 13 Occidental ? Masters 13 Paradise 9 I also want to say thanks to all of the team captains and their players. Everyone

was very cooperative and went out of their way to make my job easier. Thanks.

So that left us with these pool rankings for Sunday: Well that's it. I hope to see you all again next season. Have a nice winter and get

Pool A Pool B ready for an even better season of Co-ed Ultimate in 1999.

Bad Larry 4-0 The Full Masters 4-0
Something About Mary 3-1 Adult Wdeo All-Stars 3-1 ~

Blind Date 2-2 Pira Haku 2-2 N 0 R T H W :
Occidental College 1-3 Paradise Tossed 1-3 I

I

I

-..._;

I

__..‘.a

- I

i

Ultimate Beach Bums 0-4 Fire In The Hole 0-4 by Jack “Poochie" Lynch i

At the captain's meeting we had voted to go with a hybrid format that allowed all

ten teams to advance to Sunday play. The pool winners, Bad Larry and Masters had The following are the results of the Northwest Regionals:

a bye for the rst round. The other eight teams played the rst round of a three
round playoff. The championship game would be played during round two and the
loser would play the winner of the backdoor playoff.

1ST: JAM (NO. CAL) 7-0 11TH: The School 2-2

Round I: 2ND: Furious George (WASH.) 7-1 12TH: Calistona 2-2

Maw 13 re " 3 Pita Haku 9 Ocddenm 7 3RD‘: Sockeye (WASH) 6-2 13TH: Highway 85 1-3

Blind Date 13 Paradise 11 L Adult Video 13 Beach Bums 4 4TH‘ D-ISGLPINE MASK (OR) 5'2 MTH' Spme-Boyzs I-3
5TH: Sick of it All (NO. CAL) 4-3 15TH: LPC Airbome 1-3

6TH: Love Gun (NO CAL) 3-3 16TH: Barry White 1-3

7TH: SMUT (NO CAL) 3-3 17TH: Soul Cheese 1-3

Round 2: 8TH: Scrub Jays (NO CAL) 3-3 17TH: Walla Walla 1-3

Pira Haku 12 Mary 8 Adult Video 13 Blind Date 3 9TH: Delicious (WASH) 2-2 17TH: Air Bears 1-3

10TH: The Machine (OR) 2-2 17TH: Monica McGwire 1-3

Championship Game (for the #1 Nationals spot): r

Masters 15 Bad Larry 9

Round 3:
Adult Video 14 Pira Haku 13

Round 4: (played for Nationals seeding):
Bad Larry 10 Adult Wdeo 9

.
l

NW Regionals, Toast gets the D on Goo in Pool Play on Saturday. Photo: Jim Hayes
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Jam stormed through the vaunted Northwest Regionals A team from the Northwest has made

Nationals seminals seven straight years All the pre-toumament press had them making it eight.

You knew it was going to be a tooth and nail game to the end. Both teams are intense competitors

They feature awesome athletes and hard-nosed runners. Both teams were focused on winning this year's

Nationals. They weren't here for an appearance only.

Jam's coach Mike O'Dowd is an outspoken iiber-veteran whose singular attitude propelled Chicago's

Windy City to two Championships in the mid-80s. WSl.'s player-captain Josh Faust is a soft-spoken egotist

with visions of Ultimate Harmony and Ultimate Dedication. Both wielded near absolute control of their

ego-laden teams.
Jam highlights three big men, Big Jim Schoettler, Scott "Lippy" Lipscomb and Dennis "Cribber" Warsen.

All three stand comfortably around 6'4". While Cribber still likes to send big lefty hucks, he can still get up

in the end zone. Same with Lippy. Big Jim just catches them and ambles to the sidelines to sit on D

points.
WSL keeps its top players almost secret. No. 23 Dave "Babs" Babkow and Allon Katz are the core of

the team. Babs is built like a defensive back Mid-sized and muscular. He wears a red cap covering short

hair and rarely talks to his opponents. Allon, too, is not one to jaw teammates or opponents while main-

taining a low prole. Both are near-perfect Ultimate players.

But as for the demeanor of the two teams—well you could say that there the differences cease.

People always tell me that San Francisco is the closest city in attitude to New York

WSL opened up to a 4-2 lead. Neither team had trouble with the wind. The tight cuts they run makes

wind a much less volatile factor. Jam tied at 6-6. Both teams put in consecutive upwinders to knot the

game at 8-8. Jam took half and then added one to open up a tvvo-goal advantage. WSL came back with

energy and emotion, scoring three in a row to take a 12-11 lead. Both teams were playing good, clean, ‘

intense Ultimate.

Bdl dle blessdle gal la them" lamls ybdag bllellbm ldlls Ndlall made wllal lbdked lb be a mbsl Spec’ The Condors laid an early daim to the wind advantage scoring an upwinder to take a 3-1 lead.

taacular defensive leaping from behind and above a WSL player to nip the disc just as he was Behind pale man Jeff "Crank" Cruikshank, Furious responded with an upwind goal. The Condors came

lblmag ll‘ lt dd amazlllg but a leg_ltlm_ale fbdl lalaS_ eal!ed' lfldm that bbllll all’ the game wa5_all law‘ nght back with another one. Funous scored an upwinder. Condors scored one. Furious scored upwind ~'

lam S playels Started yelllllg all the 5ldelllle5' WSLS sldelllles lmmedlalely eddllleled wllh eleallye and again. But Furious was scoring on hucks and their defense could not nd a way to contain the Condors

crude verbal abuses, both teams started yelling at their own players, WSL scored the point, Cribber called at aii_ it was eoine to he a tone day tor the worid chimpe

a cheap foul on a bad huck, then hucked it again to score, WSl.'s offense got tentative and ineffectual but The Condors tinaiiy eoeed up a eouoie and then heid on in the Second heit when the game dteeged

scored anyway, 0'Dovvd exhorted his players to play better, Big Jim dropped a short pass, WSL scored to and neither tearn eouid nd their oeneive eroove They dosed out with a oaooed Victory i3_9_

3° db l‘l'l2' lam hucked fol a 5e°le' a dlalldadald all dle sldelllles llad a badly dlaw" ealleatllle bl Furious’ aspirations to be the rst team from Canada to make Nationals’ seminals were seriously

O'Dowd exdaiming "Do it my wayl", Jam dropped another disc, O’Doilvd was not happy, Chicken Joe darnoened_

dllew lt away lam Sealled to dei cab wellt °ll' yysbs aease lbdked d'ed' ‘lam Sealed aga_lll' WSL Sldelllle Meanwhile the ame next door was full of fast action. Minnesota's Sub Zero and Philadelphia's Rage

I " I g

playel ebmmellled abddt WSL Thales what ybd eall Sdbblng to l°se' WSLS 0 lbbked lelllble' lam gal a were getting it on in a exciting game of offensive scoring. The teams were trading upwinders and down-

tumover then turfed it, lIlISL moved to within 15 yards to tie then Marty called foul on defender on break- winders with Sub Zero staying a point or two ahead_ it wooid end that way, with Zero puiiine out the

mark backhand, Marty again called foul on defender on break-mark backhand, O'Dowd told his team not tieht t6_t 4 wi k in their ho aiive tor a eernihnaie herth_

to foul, Marty called fouls on defender on break-mark backhand, "l said no FOULS!!", Kevin Beck called tn poet B’ tltlte jjrpbean mpguem and San Franeim

foul on Marty, other Jam defender called foul on Chidien Joe for stiff-arrning him, PiCl( call, Marty called Last year the Houndz Squad picked up eontident New York Veteran Rick Deivian and eomtertehie

ml all dzldendcelrbn blealemalrl‘ baeldlalld' lylarly ebmbleled a bass lb lbsa °' Babe llb lbdl was called’ Seattle veteran Calvin Lin, adding depth and experience to the young team. This year they went a step

l" seal’ ' 5' e llle ddabas P a_yel'5 bdded WSL alld bedded dle gameo bdwd belated tbelll ld Shut further and signed free agent Jon Gewirtz, giving the team instant respect and the sparkplug they needed

up, Guapos shut up fast, game tied at 15-15 to 16, Jam received pull, Cnbber sent big upwind badrhand to he a Nationaie eontendee

hudt brought down by Jam receiver, maybe Shelton or Kevin Beck, Jam scored, celebrated, Cribber pro- it worked_ Hooetorts zene etied tam in the rst hart

clalmed t° the la'3e addle'_lee' llaad‘ teams afe a dlsgfaeellll "They went up 6-1 and that's where the game was won," conceded Jam coach Mike O'Dowd afterwards

Yeall' but full ld watch lf yddlle l_“l° lllal ldlldbl llll"g' ‘We were able to shut down their long game. They had a lot of trouble working against our man

At 2:30 Death or Glory faced Funous George in the rst rematch since Minneapolis. Funous was com- eoine downwind and our zone eoine upwind... exoiained Houston eaotain Sandy Ganzeii

ing off of a longer-than-should-have-been-game against Sub Zero while DoG had cruised to a win over Both teams eredited Hooetone traneition as being effective Hooston.S deteoee was ahie to Score atter

dle Rell_l3ee5'
Jam tumovers while their offense played effective zone defense against Jam after tuming the disc over.

"I think we're more mentally Prepared nnw than then-" $P°"° Pa""e"a al>°_}" the ""='“a*¢h- Still, Jam hadichance. They just Couldnlt get over the hump.

'W'*h wdrlds yd“ dnlyl have Ma games a day alld ldls °f llme lll bellllleenj eampaled Fdllddsl ydllllg Houston claimed half 9-4. Jam scored four straight to open the second half. Star rookie ldris Nolan, a

ealattal“ Cl Harman wlhele 5 bedef qllalay teams llele and dllee games lb l7 lll Seyell llbbls ls leally' leal' Callahan contender out of UC Santa Cruz, ended up with the disc on the goal-line with the chance to tie "

ly a'd wel'e_"e"el d°“e that bel°le' the game. But Houston's defense hung tight and Nolan was forced into making a bad throw on a high

Sure the wind was a factor, but so was Death or Glory/s condence at playing in a comfortable touma- staii eount Houston rnarehed the turnover upwind and Scored the eoai eivine them e burst of memeh_

ment for them—namely U.S. Nationals Furious traveled a long way to get here-three big Northwest torn to nish the frustrated tam Souad_ l

I d f
Reglbaa °gll_ghlS' ddrleen ll°d'S_ lll a plane’ and blle ll'lle ellallge lwb yeals ago‘ ‘We're playing smpid. We're downwind with two time-outs to tie the game and we throw it away,"

Using classic DoG defenses, switching between very effective 2-3-2 to a 1-3-3 zones, they kept Funous eornrnented a tam oiayer on the sideiine

glbdllded eyely Sleb bf the way" bed l_lla5lel5 °f_m°°d Steve lylb°_lley' Pallllella and Bab Label ellalled Coach O'Dowd defended Nolan, "The kid has ice in his veins. He didn't have any plays behind him.

up the Funous youngsters on the sidelines, weaving them into their personal fabnc of fate. Funous eased He didnlt reaih, have an aiternativeii

lewalds dle end dl ball’ happy lb be at llle blg Shaw‘ The Jam faithful were dispersed along the sidelines with downturned faces belying a deep frustration

DoG kept it together and won 16-9. They were denitely in pnme form for winning the big game. with the teanfe non_eoheeiVe oiay_ l

ldbey wele a lbl mole bllysleal They ldsl played‘ ' 'haldel' Sald Halmel aflel the game‘ Behind Jason "Pony" Calvey, big target and recent Rice graduate Damien Scott, and ever-present Jon

lll bbbl B lbb seed Rlllg dl Flle ddeled lam ldl all dlldelealed Tlll‘llSday' Gevvirtz, the Houndz won 14-10, putting them in contention for semis and; for all practical purposes,

Ring has been on the upswing for a good year now, playing strong, focused Ultimate after their some- eiirninatine Jam

what surprising semis run at last year's Nationals. They won Tune Up, besting top teams cross the nation. "we know were a eood enough team to beat any team in the country," spoke Ganzeii about this

They won Regionals (but oh so barely) and impressed enough teams to be voted a top seed. ear,S Houndz oad_ "we earne out with eontideneei.

. . , . . Y Sq

lam has also beell blaylllg well all Seasbll and some eledlled ebaell O Dlawd ldl bllllglllg all bllell Pool A was nearly all out of excitement after round two nished. The veteran-laden, scrappy Red Tide

contentious team into ne form. They lost to Ring in the nals of Tune Up and plastered Furious George tearn from Portiandt Maine used the earne "eo for their throats" rnentaiity they ernoioyed at Reeionais to

lll Reglbllalsl nals‘
great effect against an unprepared Furious George. Countering Furious’ big men Space and Mike Grant,

ll was all lam Yd stale glbbyed lb a 9'4 hall'l_ll“e lead and appealed ta lll eblldbl bl the Red Tide's Benjy Usadi and Eric Olson repeatedly came up with big catches in the windy matchup.

rowdy NC St parking-lot sideline. But the North Carolina revelers were not displrited. They/ve gotten quite Tide ernereed Vietorioos i6_i 4 stunning Furious George and eiiminatin them from Semis eohtehtiert

I
' ' 8

ebmlbllable wldl each °llle' dye‘ the successful yeal' The giant-killers had struck. You can never count out a team at Nationals.

Rlllg had lbaked dly lll dle lllsl hall‘ Tlley eadgllt dlell Flle lll the Second’ llgllllng dll a afl Slleak lo The Furious loss meant that DoG, Condors and Sub Zero were left in contention. DoG beat a deter-

They bed lt at lbs when blellt Sllallllbll bleked db a ldlllbllel alld Seal a belleel dbwllld hdcll to mined Sub Zero team in the second round 17-12. They played the Condors in the last round of the day

blglldle ma" Omal'
on the showcase eld. How appropriate.

" l " I . I ' 7

"Reatrly gbdd D’ eledaed Rlllg bl Flle lbl the Slllge was lam 5 dflellse wblldllg dlbllgll Meanwhile in pool B, top seed Ring of Fire had some tough matdwups with the WSL All-Stars and

l§l°' lespbllded a blayel' Houston. Ring held all the cards. Could they play the right combinations and escape unscathed from

Ring scored two more to stretch out a 8-1 nde. Jam looked hectic. They called their second time-out Friday?

bl the ball lb dy alld legal“ edmbdsble lt walked lbl a blt They Sealed Mb to de at l2'l 2' Yup. The rst Ace they played was a ainst the _All-Stars. Seeing that turning over the disc near the
8

but the game may alleady have bee“ lbst Rlllgs dllellse llbw had a ellallee la Show dley eddld equal upwind goal-line had killed Jam on the very same eld, Ring opted to put the disc up quickly when going ~

their sterling defense. River and Augie and Stick hooked up to put the game away. They did, 17-13, leav- downwind_

ing Jam spread apart and confused. ‘Ihe strategy worked, but WSL hung tough. The All-Stars were able to work through a very brisk wind

Our g(tit3l was to riaake S8l’1;lS,Wlitl’1] takes us a step closer to that. It's enormous for condence, to eeore through Rineie zone, but not often enooeh_

"°\'§""8‘ al we add come ae l e l _al' Spoke ldelyellas aflel lhe game‘ At 8-8 WSL had a pnme opportunity to steal some of Ring's trump suit. They connected on two

alllg ended the day ab’ lam 2'l alld lll ebllllbl bf dlell deslllly' WSL All'SlalS escaped a glltly Z’ la‘ upwind puts in a row and sent the third one, a blade, to the end zone. But the WSL player could not

la’ lll the llllal game bl the day and closed at l'l' ' hang onto the disc, and instead of gaining an upwinder and taking half, Ring scored. From there they

“may laool Play inched ahead to a capped 13-9 win.

Two blg games lll balllcdlal dened the bbelllllg lbdad bl allday/S games‘ The lelallyely dlllesled WSL barely escaped Pumphouse 5 in their last game of the day. The lndiana/Ohio boys were looking

fCondoLs would play Furious George for the track to semis, while Jam and the Houston Houndz tangled for some reeoeet and found WSL iookine past the earne_ Pumphouse took the eame to a eap at 1343

bl see lllg lll bed B
before WSL picked up their guts and won 15-13.

The Sllbllg wllld "Ya?_a laclbllll bblh games‘ Fdllblls had a lbbgll ellbdgb llme deallllg Wllll Sub Zelb Against Houston the Ring team again held seed and played smart and tough. They won 17-11. But no

and‘ DoG in the prohibitive conditions. Now they had to face the wind-savvy Condors. one was watching the game. That's because a certain team from Santa Barbara was actively trying to end

Furious has the best crop of receivers in the game. Unfortunately for them in these windy conditions Biii Rodri uez. Streak or Sixty two Strai ht Nationals! Vietoriee

. . . . ,, . . Y 8 ' 8

its hard for them to isolate their tall jumpers, speculated Condor mascot Jacob Slder, an import from the Death or Giory haSn.t test in Nationals competition Even they were in quite a hind today thoueh,

disbanded Saucy Jack team.
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Cl0d<wise from Top Left Heidi from Rare Air gets the D on Ozone in pool play. Godivafs Molly Goodwin

geisthemarkonvergeinthenalsverge makeswecatdwon Ozone intheSemis. DoGIayingitoutin
the Finals against the Condors. DoG's Jim Parinella get the mark on in the nals. Photos by: Cindy Fisher
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I3, they found themselves in desperate need of a score. Brent Shannon had been playing superb all to make a defensive block or simply moving the disc patiently and effectively through tight defenses:

weekend and had the disc facing an amoeba Condor defense. The stall count got high and Shannon was somehow it all lools the same, but different
forced to throw a prayer to the end zone. It was answered by nineteen year old Ray Parrish who came Roughly, it works like this: the rst two-three possessions in a game are important, but should be

down with the disc amid a crowd of defenders played loosely to give the opposing team that slightly warm feeling of being ahead. You can do dOWTT by

Ring felt that this could be the spark that ignited the Fire. Score the downwinder and they were within a few points, but shouldn't by more than three or more.

one. Towards the middle or end of the rst half, depending on the opposing team, DoG will go on a dedi-
But the Condors didn't see it that way. Instead they sent Husak deep against Parrish and sent an cated run, looking to make big defensive plays (after nding out from the rst ve or six points where the

upwind huck his way to try to even the score. Husak responded, easily rising up to snag the disc and opportunities will be) and 100% handling of the disc on offense. No turnovers. If the run takes them to
reoord the score. ltwas a downer for North Carolina and Santa Barbara kepttheir scoring pace intact. half, great, if not, put up a few called hucks (Parinella especially has an almost perfect fake stutter-step

Ring fought back with upwind hucks from Mike Soo to Bryce Tennant to Stick in the end zone to dose that will get him open in the end zone) and nish half either tied or down one.

within two again, I2-I4. Husak, evidently displeased with Ring’s emotional upwind score, let off a little If the opposing team gaks at any time in the game, take immediate advantage and start building a

steam and emulated his brother who plays Quarterback for Stanford. He gave Chris Hinkle a big forearm run. If they play solid, the above strategy will get you to half in good shape.

shiver on the way back down the eld, revealing the not-so-pretty side of the pretty boys. A key for DoG is to start the second half big. Scoring the rst point after making a defensive stop

Ring, and Hinkle, took it in stride. They were too busy celebrating the goal to take it personally. But seems to be a favorite tactic. Mapping out the passing rhythm of the other team during the rst half gives

they are also nice guys. Had Husak done that against, say, New York, and there would have been a brawl. them a clue where to look for the defensive block
The Condors effectively made up for the bad spirit by dropping a disc on the goal-line on the next If the opposing team chokes during the beginning second-half surge, take advantage immediately and

point, allowing Ring to score to close within one. try to get in 4-6 points, then ease up and take chances for 2-3 points. If not, settle for three, regroup

But it was too late. The Condors had already made up their mind to win the game and they did not and go for another run. Remember that the score of the game doesn't matter. It's the pacing.

let up, even against a frenzied Ring defense playing tighter than ever. The Condors offense, behind And always save a run for the end of the game. Imagine it stretching out two more points. In other

Studarus, Dugan, Crews, Jacob Sider and Jason Seidler was just too good. words, picture going on a four-point surge even when two points will win the game. And don't worry

The Condors sealed the game when Chris Gavigan came up with a huge grab off a mac'd disc to give about what the opponent is doing. Play your game. Let your subtle rhythm control the game subliminally.

Santa Barbara a I6-I3 lead in a game to I7. Ring had no more left to give and nally fell after SB ended After all, it lools like any normal Ultimate game. But it's highly structured undemeath.

their late three-goal run with a Dugan to Seidler score to win I7-I3. So, back to the game. I'll tell you how the Condors’ strategy works next year.

"I felt like we were in control the whole way," commented Crews afterwards. \ Condors received the disc going downwind and gakked on the tenth throw in the zone, speedy Brian

‘We never got a spurt, we needed to get a spurt it seemed. Every time we got it, it was a one-for-one Cameros getting the block for Boston. DoG worked upwind and scored.

point and they got up," mused Kreivenas, "Kinda wish it wasn't so windy too—we just don't get any wind The next point was not so easy. The Condors worked a ton of passes upwind through a DoG zone

where we are. We didn't train to come out here and play in the wind." before throwing the disc away. But Boston was too eager to score downwind and the turnovers came for
The Condors were cool, calm and collected. They huddled after the game discussed the upcoming re- both teams. Finally big man Paul Greff came up catching a throw from Santa Barbara and felt free to put

match with DoG, and headed home to enjoy the feeling of beinguone of the best teams in the country. the disc up to John Bar Axon for another DoG score, T2-8.

"There's nothing special about them, they/ve just been in the pinch more often than other teams out The Condor sidelines were a little dismayed and shaken, ‘We have to score upwind! We've done it

here," explained Andy Crews, "Half of why they win is that they count on a little bit of a choke from the before!" /

other team because they rarely play against teams that have been under as much pressure as they have." But that was going to be it for throwaways for a long while on the Condors part. UCSB teammates

It was going to be a good game on Sunday. Studarus and Husak nally connected to end the long scoring drought and start a surge for Santa

Barbara.

SUNDAY FINALS Death or Glory may have looked for the Condors to choke a little at this point. They should have

8:45 a.m. Sunday moming found the elds empty save the uniformed Condors warming up with known better. Without displaying any more emotion than necessary, SB cooly worked themselves back

stretches, drills and jogs around the eld. V into the game on defense and offense.

DoG was hanging out at the pavilion, leisurely donning cleats and sun block. Corky was getting a mas- Death or Glory responded with a patient offense against the Condor zone and scored, Greff to
sage, Mooney was chatting with a few friends, and Jordan Haskell and Dick Brown were playing koosh- Cameros, I3-9 DoG. SB worked through a DoG clam and scored Crews to Dugan. Boston scored without
ball. a tumover, Mooney to Jeremy Seeger, I4-I0, cap looming.

"\Nhen are the buses going to arrive with the fans?" asked Mooney to no one in particular. Where Boston can get in trouble is by playing just a step removed from solid Ultimate. To get their

The full Condors squad jogged cooly by the kooshballers. That was entertaining in itself. surges they must play a step higher than solid Ultimate. But they can't stay at that level for the whole
Both teams were comfortable in their roles. DoG playing the condent we-don't-need-to-warrn-up game, so they dip down and hope the opponent will give away at least one goal.

veterans; the Condors calm and focused and ready to play a good game of Ultimate While Boston rested up, the Condors struck They scored easily downwind after a bad DoG pull. Then

Everyone was ready at 9:30. The game started off tentatively as the teams were measuring each other a silly tumover DoG going downwind gave the disc back to the Condors. With a big sweeping backhand

to see if a repeat of Friday would be in the cards. Studarus sent an upwind, crosseld score to Crews.

DoG received going downwind and moved the disc accurately behind Parinella and John Bar Axon. The Condors weren't at all scared of Boston's late-game scoring edge and wind-advantage. That's part
They scored and the game was on. of the reason they were able to make big upwind plays without thinking about the consequences They

The Condors responded, then put in an upvvinder after several Boston tumovers. Boston came back were 100% in the game at a time when Death or Glorywas playing at 95%.
with an upwinder of their own, then forced a drop with their zone defense and scored again for a 3-2 Boston was now facing the wind and their advantage down to two. An announcement was made

lead. over the loudspeaker-cap in ten minutes. It was going to be a tight race to the nish line.

Unfazed, Santa Barbara moved patiently through another I-2-2-2 DoG zone to retum the favor. Death or Glory moved the disc smartly, then suddenly tried to force one up the line to Seeger. The

The teams were jockeying for position, searching for the proper scoring pace of the game. It is no disc went by him and Dugan made an easy block. Husak found the disc near the end zone and threwthe
understatement to say that Death or Glory/s strategic planners are the absolute masters of the rhythm gift point to Brent Russell. The Condors were elated, down I3-I4, and no gals forthcoming.

and emotional play of Ultimate. They were measuring the flow of the Condors, trying to gage when they But DoG still had a few more gaks of their own to get out the system.

could make their break to open the game. Eric Zaslow got studt on the sideline going downwind with nobody cutting to the disc. Parinella was

But the Condors kept up their cool facade. They too were playing for the end of the game, not for the forced to make a long comeback run for a dump pass along the sideline. Zaz ipped it out to him but
point or the half. - J.D. Lobue got to the disc with a layout bid at the same time Parinella toudwed it. The disc bounced high

Santa Barbara won the rst-quarter groove and scored three points on three possessions to take a 6-4 in the air and oated. Parinella positioned himself to get itwhen it came back down, but so did Zaz com-

lead. ing back for the garbage. Both players and a Condor went up in the air, nipped the disc, and all four
That was all it took for DoG to nd an opening. objects came crashing back to earth, Zaz on top of Parinella and nobody else even close.

DoG doubled SB's offensive surge and scored six straight times when they touched the disc. Upwind Studarus picked up the disc and unleashed a huge upwind hudt to a wide open Shep Frankel who
hudcs, downwind puts, solid handling and no tumovers. Add a few defensive blocks and you've got a had left early for the end zone in anticipation of a fast break. Frankel caught the disc leaping over the
typical DoG scoring onslaught. This one ended at half, the 6-2 run giving Boston a TO-8 lead to start the goal-line and suddenly the game was tied in a most exciting fashion.
second period. Credit Parinella's spirit for letting the play stand. He could have made a bad, but acceptable, foul call

They can make it look so easy. Mixing up offenses and defenses at will, nding just the right moment when he got dobbered after trying to catdw the air-bounced disc, (continued on Page 48)

$3”

More Jam in Pool Play
Photo: Scott Hupp

DoG stretching it out in the Finals
' Photo: Rick Collins _L 1 _J pi | - ii |
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But instead of the Peppers scoring, the Hud<sters players from this year's Wisconsin-Madison Rare Air rematched Southwestem region-

conveited a tumover and put in the upwinder. College Nationals team, they found playing the mates the Condors and got the win, nishing their

The score gave them all the condence they younger-skevved Condors a much more even toumament at 3-0 on Thursday and Saturday and

needed behind veteran captain Debbie Renner. matdt. Butthe Condors prevaed atthe cap 15-14. 0-3 on Friday. They had hoped to do much better

She was able to slice forehand and backhand In the battle for respect in the Northeast, the and to make seminals, but it was not to be this

hucks through the wind all game and her players second-tier Boston team Twister outlasted New year. Ozone was still playing a step better than

were making catches. Philly looked lost and con- York's Ambush 13-10. Both teams will be around the best Colorado could offer. But Ozone has also

fused and could not string together a run. The for some time and feature a core of good ath- been around a long, long time. Rare Air's time will

Hucksters won 15-12, effectively handing the letes. They may be able to do some damage next come.

semis birth to HomeBrood. year. Speaking of Ozone, they defeated BackHoe 15-

‘We let them score the rst upwind goal. That Godiva defeated Rare Air 15-9, nishing at 5-0 11 and gathered together to make plans for their

really got us down. The very rst point," spoke and qualifying for rst place in the A pool for big game with Verge.

slightly muted Philly leader Melissa Ditz after the Saturday Seminals. Ozone locked up second- Nemesis defeated Twister 15-9, nishing at 4-

unexpected loss. place with Rare Air's losses. In the B pool Verge 2. If the Hucksters hadn't upset Philly, Nemesis

‘They had a really good hucking game," com- edged fellow Northwesterners HomeBrood 15-12 might have made seminals. As it stood, however,

' mented another player. Well, yep. to nish the day at 5-0 and a guaranteed rst- they tied HomeBrood and not Philly, and
P oto: Indy ser

Philly would have to upset Women on the place nish. HomeBrood also locked up a semi- HomeBrood had beaten them head-to-head.

Verge in the next game to be in contention. They nals spot, even if they were to lose to Philly in the Nancy Glass's team hadn't played particularly

without too much difficulty en route to opening a didn't. Verge won 15-4. HomeBrood beat Ambush nal pool play game on Saturday. There would be well all weekend, sleeping through the Verge

7-4 lead. But despite several opportunities to take in the nal game of the day 15-6, leavingthem at no "game to go" on Saturday moming for either game and not playing together against

the lead into half-time, Rare Air came back with 4-1 with Nemesis and Philly at 3-2. team. HomeBrood would play Godiva and Ozone HomeBrood. Still they nished with a respectable

three in a row before Ozone could nally claim The Condors had defeated Catshit in the rst would face Verge in seminals. four wins and can take heart in that when they

half 8-7. Still, they had gained a point-swing and round, 15-12. These are two young Nationals-level regroup next season.

were now receiving the pull going downwind to teams that hope to make an impression in future

start the second stanza.

Behind O'Cleary and Mara Lindsley, Ozone

stretched that lead into an 11-8 advantage. Rare year absence. Maybe their success here will help

Air came back with a big upwind goal, a oating rebuild the women's Southem Califomia scene.

backhand that was skied for a score in the end Several players from successful UCSB Buming

zone to close within two. But their defense failed Skirts teams have drifted North and were playing

to stop Ozone on the next possession as Ozone with HomeBrood in the Bay Area.

retumed the upwind goal and completed the

tvvo-point play going downwind to go up by four, ticularly turnover-plagued game some years back

13-9, late in the game.

They nished with the W, 15-10 and com-

manded the track to semis barring an upset.

Nemesis and Philly played this same morning emphasis on defense.

game lag year at Nationals. Nemesis won that Facing a deated Rare Air team in the second

matchup and hoped to do it again this year.

Chicago took half 8-4. But Philly came back against the zone to win 14-12. Rare Air ended the

with three in a row to close to 7-8. Philly went on miserable day against Lady Godiva with a loss,

a run in the second half and tied the game at 10s. eventually nishing what looked to be a promis-

r Both teams had been able to score upwind, but ing Nationals with a 3-3 record and no bananas.

not in the second half when the wind picked up. Catshit enjoyed the victory. But the game they

Nemesis had the edge, being the team to receive were really looking fonivard to was a "backyard

the pull oin downwind.Phill was unable to b l" 'thf ll M'd-Atl t'

The Philly Peppers, winner of Fools Fest,

Mother's Day and Regionals, lost their dancin'

groove on Friday. Like Rare Air, both seeded third

in their pool, they lost all of their matches on that

fateful day despite the spiffy uniforms they had

assembled.

But they beat the seminalists on Saturday.

Determined to show everyone that the still had

spunk left, Philly stayed ahead of HomeBrood all

game and won 13-8.

"This game doesn't matter, but we still want to

win," spoke Burl just before Philly went on a late

appearances. For the Condors it was a step in the

right direction, retuming to Nationals after a four

Camhit (whose name was adopted after a par-

when the sidelines were imploring their players to

hang onto the disc, yelling Catch it, Catch it!!) may

have beneted from beginner's luck and an run to put away the game.

It didn't matter much. They had the three-time

defending Champs to play in the next game for a

berth in finals.

The Hucksters, a team that is either playing

well or tanking a game and losing interest, played

Verge well. It was a free game for both teams.

Verge won 15-10.

round, Catshit came out on top, scoring upwind

SATURDAY SEMIFINALS

g g y raw wi e ow I an ic representatives "l would not want to be a team in our way this
. . . . . Photo: Cindy Fisher H .

gain the wind advantage and fell at the cap, 13- BackHoe. Catshit beat them twice during the sea- year, conded Verge offensive force Kathy Porter

T2. son, with BackHoe getting closer each time. At before the semifinal matchup, ‘We are mentally

The Nemesis win gave HomeBrood the edge Regionals BackHoe came up with the win. FRIDAY PARTY RESULTS prepared and have xed our mistakes problems."

to semis. If Brood, Nemesis and Philly ended up With a resounding good-natured cheer of ‘Why The Venezuelan Ultimate music scene was in Behind captains O'Cleary and Lindsley the fear-

tied at the end of pool play, Nemesis was surely not us! Why not us!" Catshit readied themselves the house. I was not aware of this at the time, but less Ozone women began what would become a

out on point differential. for North Carolina. BackHoe, too, was focused evidently four members of the famous Yanomani very lengthy and exciting seminal.

But the home team upset the forecast The ‘ 100% on this game. Clearly the teams enjoyed team had come to Club Nationals to whoop it up The wind was brisk But both teams had

L Photo: Cindy Fisher

Hucksters have quietly qualied for Nationals

nine years in a row. They added some new

‘ talent this year and had been playing well so

far. They were used to the wind and enjoyed

being an underdog team capable of making a

big upset Coming off a quick 15-1 shellack-

ing in the rst round at the hands of Brood,

they were able to rest up for Philly.

u It paid off. They elected to pull the disc to

Philly going downwind to open the game.

the rivalry. at the beach party. They did a helluva job. enough skillful throwers to cope with this adversi-

‘We absolutely do not let them score Bringing three sets of congas and a large tom ty. Verge opened with a score after punting the

upwind!" urged on Backhoe captains Tonya from a drumkit, the Venezuelans hooked up with disc downwind. But Ozone countered with a

Little and Beth Cates in the huddle. the mellow beach music groove band that had downwinder and then an upwinder from O'Cleary

‘We win this tournament for ourselves been squired to play and jammed out a free-for- to Emily Merkle, opening an early 3-1 advantage.

right here!" proclaimed Catshit behind captain all night of great, great music. It was all pretty Verge returned the upwinder two points later

Susie Rynerson, a former Godiva player. damn cool. to tielthe game at 3-3, then see-sawed up to a 6-

It was denitely Catshit's year. They I don't know who won the party, although 4 advantage on another upwinder. Neither team

edged BackHoe 14-13 in a tight match, close Rare Air did win the Saturday event, taking home was playing spectacularly and the wind factor

throughout, and nished Nationals with a a trophy for their efforts. SATURDAY POOL PLAY highlighted mistakes.

more-than-respectable 3-3 record. There was no "game to go" in the nal games ‘ Points were traded to 8-6 in favor of Verge,

Johnny Cocktail nally found an oppo- of pool play. Only matches for respect and future and they were receiving the disc going downwind.

nent they could play with. Featuring several condence. Rare Air was looking fonivard to that After a short pull they had an easy chance to put

good feeling that only a win canprovide, while in the goal for half. But a bad turnover resulted in

Philly hoped to nd some solace by beating an Ozone fast break. O'Cleary once again

HomeBrood. unleashed a big upwind score to Michelle Chabot,

Both Ozone and Verge were evidently not con- but not without the help of Jami Epstein who had

centrating on their Saturday morning games, made a huge grab to preserve the disc on the

focusing instead on their matchup in seminals possession. Ozone tied the game at 8s before

later in the day. There was no point wasting pre- Verge nally scored to take half by one.

cious energy in meaningless games. Their confi- Verge had not capitalized on several chances

dence level was already high so they didn't have in the first half to control the flow of the game.

to worry about that. Now they were caught in a dogght.

Godiva showed Catshit what getting to the The teams had gotten used to throwing in the

next level really means when they pummeled the wind by this late in the tournament, but they had-

Pittsburgh contingent 15-5. Still, Catshit nished n't mastered playing a solid defense in the condi-

Nationals at 3-3 and ahead of seed. They were tions.

going home happy and looking towards future "At this point, throwing is a natural reaction,

Nationals. while defense is in the head," gured a sideline
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N again for Godiva. And again. But where Molly was getting hot, Teens was not. Goodwin was burningi ' F‘ 4 ,¢ - " , ~ * J"-Z1’.j3I:~i,.;:;I{;f1 V "if; . . . . . . . ./j .,. .. . ..
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As expected, Godiva and Verge were set to play the nals. FINALS Women on the Verge held a

roundtable meeting for an hour and a half before Sunday/s nals. Surely they talked about Godiva’s

mental toughness and the spirit that they were going to use to defeat the reigning Champions.

Undoubtedly they steeled themselves for the opportunity to become only the 9th different Champion in

18 tries at the greatest Ultimate tournament in the world, Nationals. And they also went over game

strategy. "l_t was a class where we went over point-by-point what we were going to do,“ explained cap-

tain Abbi Nilssen. Whenthey came out of the clubhouse the skies were bathed in blue and dabbed

with languid clouds. It was a beautiful day to play Ultimate, despite the wind. Verge rose to the occasion

when they took the eld to start the nal game of the four-day tournament For one half of play the

Women of Seattle dominated. They scored going downwind almost right away on a huck from Kathy

"KP" Porter to Kathy Scott. Kall it the Kathy & Kathy Show. Scott and Porter provided the repower. Scott

is slim, tall and fast, capable of great grabs and layout D blocks. KP is the offensive l-'ield General, send-

ing troops downeld for long scores on beautiful throws. The wind was fairly strong. And Seattle hadn't

practiced with wind all summer. But they had practiced their deep game, and found that they could still

connect despite the conditions. "That's what we've been working on the last couple of weeks before

nationals, getting our long game to really click," revealed Nilssen.

Punting downwind is a frequently employed strategy in games involving a lot of wind. It prevents

quick turnovers near the goalline being converted for easy upwind scores by the opposition and it pins

the other team deep facing a difcult wind. And if you're lucky, or skillful in this case, it can lead to

some easy scores. Both teams hucked it away for punts. But whereas Godiva seemed to punt purely to

get rid of the disc, Verge sent downwind hucks to receivers. And the receivers caught them, repeatedly,

for scores. And they converted points going upwind too, sometimes even using the huck for that too.

Before Godiva could say "game on!" Verge had opened a 4-1 lead including an upwinder scored by

Porter on a hot endzone layout. Godiva nally put in a downwinder, but they were not playing well. '

They seemed a little dull on the eld while Verge players were leaping and cutting everywhere, making

defensive blocks, putting up hucks, catching mac’d discs. Verge scored again, but it was called back on a

Godiva call of some sorts. That disrupted the ow for both teams until seven turnovers later Porter

found Leah Tovime in the endzone for a 5-2 lead. Godiva returned the downwinder and Verge again

i5?--Q5.I~ -"Q H. . .. .
a tough upwinder to close within four at 7-1 1. Verge had their chances to score upwind but goals were
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the others fell short F-'inally Pam Kraus converted the point for Verge and they could breathe a little easi-

* 1 ~ .» ii ts .:

“"' S " responded with a successful huck, this one from Nilssen. Finally someone stepped up for Godiva.

' Veteran Heather Tausig read a crosseld throw and stepped in to intercept the disc She got the score

too, as Molly Goodwin was only too happy to send her the disc The score closed the gap to 6-4 in

favor of Verge. It would be the last point Godiva got in the half. What happened? A lot of great plays

from Verge and not a lot of spark from Godiva. “l think we spent a lot of time thinking about strategy

and we weren't thinking about heart," spoke Christine Dunlap after the game. Verge quickly countered

on a trademark KP deep bomb to Scott They were not having trouble with scoring downwind, but

could they keep up the pace facing the wind?

Godiva tried to help them. They dropped the disc after receiving the pull, giving Verge prime oppor-

tunity. Seattle called time-out to set up a play, but upon checking back in they failed to connect Dunlap

picked up the disc and immediately sailed one deep to no one. Verge took the gift and weaved through

the Godiva zone with uid ease, nally getting the ow into the endzone on a Rene Alexander to Vida

Towne connection. For the next point, Kathy Scott sliced through the air en route to meeting the disc,

stopping Godiva’s movement Nilssen picked up the turnover and hit her in the endzone, 9-4, Verge.

The next point was a big one. Verge's person defense shut down Godiva going dovimwind. Godiva start-

ed to make unusual errors, dropping discs, throwing bad passes—seemingly playing tired, scared or

unconcemed. But Verge maintained a high level of enthusiasm, even hucking upwind after Godiva

turnovers. Godiva tried to punt-and-zone again midway through the lengthy point. It didn't stop Seattle

however and they moved it up the sidelines smartly before KP ripped an upwind forehand up the right

side for the score and half, 10-4. Verge could not have played any better. KP recorded four throws for

scores and two goals and Abbi connected on three throws and one goal. They scored a remarkable

four upwind goals to Godiva’s one and had complete control of the flow of the game. "ln the rst half

we were a little bit caught up with everytime that theyscored upwind, assuming they would score the

downwind too," related Godiva spokesperson Peg Hollinger, "So at halftime we decided we needed to

think about every possession instead of just the upwind-downwind one." It was clear that Godiva had

to wake up. Molly Goodwin may have been just the woman to put the ire back in their eyes. ‘What the

hell is going on!?!" demanded the superstar. Goodwin may well be the winningnest woman in the his-

tory of Nationals. She played with the Maine-iacs and Felix championship teams before joining up for

Godiva’s recent Nationals’ run. She knew there was no excuse for the team's desultory play in the rst

half. So did Teens Dunlap. Teens has been with Godiva since their first title in T987. She knew how to

win and that what they were doing now was losing. Big time. "At halftime we brought it back up,"

explained Dunlap, laying it out on the table to the team "Who wants itT?" Goodwin for one. She realized

that she needed to step as well if Godiva was going to get back in the game. Not that they were wor-

’ ried. ‘We knew it was going to be a long game. We've played in nals of Nationals a lot and playing to

19 is a long time. You learn that," said Hollinger aftewvards. Verge, too, tried to rally the troops. "I told

them it’s a game to 9 and they have to score a helluva lot more points than us. So we'll just keep doing

what we're doing well and stick with it, work our arses off like nothing else matters," said Nilssen. The

' second stanza started off more of the same on both sides. Godiva received the pull going downwind.

Several tumovers on both sides later they scored. Verge returned the favor, scoring on a Nilssen to KP

huck One of the things Verge discussed before the game was playing Teens and Goodwin straight-up

on the mark instead of forcing a side. It worked in the rst half, whatever they were doing, but that was

mostly Godiva just not connecting. It worked in the second half too, but only on one of them.

Meanwhile Godiva still looked at. They scored downwind. Then Verge couldn't connect downwind and

Godiva marched upwind. Goodwin showed her team how to do it, throwing to Denise Cunningham on

' not forthcoming Several opportunities were squandered including one where they called time-out 20

,_ i 35,. yards from the endzone. Still nothing. No groove. No more big scores. Finally Goodwin punched it in

3 nections and failing to nd a groove. Godiva closed within one at l0-ll before Verge got a little some-
. . Q .

;g;;; with intensity and the team was feeding off her emotions. Teens was having an off game, missing con-

- . v’ . thing baclc Godiva had several chances to score to tie at Hs, but one was called back on a travel and

( ' to -j_{5-= ‘i ; ~ ~_ . my er. Not much, though. Godiva worked smoothly downeld and scored again, Goodwin to Dunlap. Verge
» 1. 31?. :§Z5*??3i-*2iTi§?"e;= . T" ‘a: ii . .i_ answered, \/lVl8l'l Zayas to KP, 13-1 1 Verge. (continued on Page 48)
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by Joey Gray

REGIONAL PLACE rum, cm DAY i RECORD

i ' ' 2-1Central 1 Flying Cob, Chicago

Mid Atlantic 2 '

Congratulations to North America's rst twelve UPA Co-ed other hand, having barely squeaked into Nationals when the num- South

Championship teams for excellent mixed-gender play! ber two and three Southwest teams couldn't make it,» seemed to Southwest 4* Pira Haku, Colorado Springs 2-1

' Less than one year ago, no one in their right mind would have nd a fresh spring of energy during each time-out A couple (‘altemate team from the SVlI, replacing Full Masters

ventured to imagine that the 1998 UPA Fall Series Championship upwinders by Pira plus unforced W.U.PA.S.S. errors against Pira’s and Adult Video All Stars, who could not attend.)

could have possibly included a full-fledged Co-ed Division (and Rhonda Kracker, Mike Lyle & Ellen Furness cup and the score was
even less that Bob Byrne and Brian Murphy/s league team from soon 14-8. Then all it took was a smooth forehand from captain JJ ROUND I
Colorado Springs would make it to the nall). My 1998 goals for Jones into the end zone, into the rst co-ed semis at Nationals. Flying Cob vs. <XU> 15-6

Co-ed going into the January Board Meeting were simply to solidify Meanwhile, in high-energy consolation games, Philly/s <XU> Mon Ami Burundi vs. Ripplt 12-15

the year-old Experimental Co-ed Series & Celebration and make [pronounced "tzoo"], prevailed over Texas’ ever-lovin' Disclicious, Ultimate Addiction vs. Pira Haku 8-15

sure the US was prepared to select a National Co-ed team IN CASE with a score of 17-10 for 9th place. And in the game for 11th & ROUND 2

there happened to be a Co-ed Division at Worlds. ' 12th, Chicago's Better Living Through Chemistry, led by our news- Flying Cob vs. Ripplt 13-15

Sure, the idea of rst "Co-ed Nationals" had come up. And at group's infamous Ted Emst and co-captain Abby Factor, brought up <xu> vs. ultimate Addiction 15-7

least three times it’s actually happened, with the rst known the rear, scoring six points to the South Carolina Ultimate Addiction Mon Ami Burundi vs. Pira Haku 13-12

instance being at a Chicago wedding party in 1989. The second junkies’ fteen. ROUND 3

known "rst Co-ed Nationals" was a 10-Bay-Area team toumey With the wind gusting and a pool play debacle against RFBF in Flying Cob vs. Mon Ami Burundi 15-6

hosted by Drew Tulchin and Eric Johnson, which survived to draw recent memory, Blind Date was still feeling happy, thinking their <XU> vs. Pira Haku 12-11

West Coast + Chicago teams in it's second year. The third almost- love life could only get better for semis. Mixing it up with some Ripplt vs. Ultimate Addiction 15-4

rst was this year's WUFF toumey that went from national to inter- clam defense proved ineffective, and Date gave up two upwinders
national and back again. Plus the rst UPA Co-ed Celebration-pur- for an early RFBF lead of 4-1. Blind Date checked in for some Pool B

posefully not a championship and more like a wandering effective group therapy, and was able to hang in at 6-3. RFBF's REGIONAL PLACE TEAM, CITY DAY 1 RECORD

(ll in the blank with your favorite fun toumey). Even with these Mark Detennan answered with a perfect downwind backhand huck Central 2 Better Living Thru Chem, Chicago“ (>3

rsts, it seemed clear that another year of bridge-building between off the pull to Mike Goodwin to make it a quick 7-3. The rest was Mid Atlantic

the UPA and independent-minded co-ed players would be in order. straight zone for both teams, ghting for the occasional upwinder, North East

Not so! Even I underestimated the enormous infectious energy with one friendly discussion about the actual score, and solid, North West

behind the co-ed movement. A monster wave swept right through smooth RFBF handling taking the Fish to a score of 15-8 and the South

_.iyq_-

., "d'7'

North West

IQ-‘IQ-'

<XU>, Philly 2-1

Mon Ami Burundi, Toronto 0-3

Ripplt, Bay Area, CA 3-1

Ultimate Addiction, SC 03

Blind Date, DC/Baltimore 3-0

W.U.PAS.S., NYC*” -7 A 2-1

Red Fish Blue Fish, Bay Area, CA“ 3-0

Disclicious, Denton, TX 0-3

that board meeting, and sometimes, you just know you have to rst-ever co-ed Nationals nal. Southwest 1 Bad Larry, Denver 1-2

jump on and ride for your life. Who would be their opponent? Fellow NW drinking-buddy-sili- (" Best Dressed) ("* Best Gifts)

Ten months, six Regional Coordinators, twenty plus Sectional con-valley-neighbor Ripplt coming out as the top seed from pool
Coordinators, full integration into the alias@upa.org system, many play, or Colorado Springs wunderkind Pira Haku? Ripplt won the ROUND 1

Sectionals, six Regionals and 1000 Roster e-mails dovim the road, toss, and maintained their advantage to 4-3, then worked it all the BLTC vs. Blind Date 5-15

two top teams from each region showed up in sunny Sarasota, way for the rst upwinder of the game, for a score of 5-3, then 6-3. WUPASS vs. RFBF 6-15

with looks of amazement and anticipation on their faces, "We're Few pool play games and no quarters had lead changes amid the Disclicious vs. Bad Larry 11-15

really here! Are WE really here??!" strong wind, and at a glance there was no reason to believe this ROUND 2

With absolutely no precedent for regional or relative team game would be any different Except Ripplt was getting ragged and BLTC vs RFBF 15-6

strength, teams were divided into two pools, seeded alphabetically captain Alan Harder was at the hospital for a possible broken nose. Blind Date vs. Disclicious 15-6

by region: Each pool with one team from each region, with three The wind gusted up a notch and Pira started messing with their WUPASS vs. Bad Larry 15-7

#1 teams and three #2 teams coming out of Regionals. zone D. Suddenly, the score was 11-6, Pira. Ripplt scored a down- ROUND 3

winder to make it 11-7. Then Ripplt’s Kevin Shen got a huge layout BLTC vs. WUPASS 9-15

Co-ed Quarters, COIISO|i‘liOIlS, Semis It Final D block on Pira’s next downwind huck attempt, folks were already Blind Date vs. Bad Larry 15-8

Both NW teams, Red Fish Blue Fish & Ripplt, made it to the -top tuming around to walk back and set up. And out of nowhere ew RFBF vs. Disclicious 15-5

of their pools to match up against the number four seeds in windy Pira’s Mike Lyle to pick it up in the back of the end zone for the
quarters. Ripplt, despite key player injuries, started off with an early score. The teams traded downwinders for four more points, with DAY 2 (Friday. October 23) Windy!
5-2 lead against the Southwest's #1 team of only ten players, Bad Ripplt co-captain Libby Stebbins popping through all the holes, ROUND 4

Larry. They held on to the lead throughout the game despite sever- Pira’s JJ sending a zinger for a wicked catch by Ellen Furness but Flying Cob vs. Pira Haku 15-9

al upwind scores by Bad Larry, with the nal score of 15-11 sending out the back of the end zone, and a huge block by Pira’s Mary <XU> vs. Ripplt 3-15

Ripplt to the semis. In the other 1 vs. 4 quarter, the Bay Area's Red Greenpol. The cap went on at 12-8, now it's 13-9, game to 14. JJ Mon Ami Burundi vs. ult Addiction 15-6

Fish Blue Fish outhandled Toronto's up-and-coming Mon Ami picks up the pull, to Bob Byme, to Brian Hensle fteen yards from
Burundi, 15-9, despite all the friendly tequila the night before. the end zone, who breaks the mark with a downwind bullet to BLTC vs. Bad Larry c 1015

The results of the two 3 vs. 2 quarters were much less pre- Mary Greenpol in the end zone. She lays out, but the connection's Blind Date vs. RFBF 1-15

dictable. Blind Date came out with an early 3-1 lead against Chicago's not there. lt’s Ripplt’s last chance to work it all the way upwind. W.U.PAS.S. vs. Discliscious 15-5

Flying Cob and continued to hold a 4-5 lead. Flying Cob's chances Today/s just not the day. JJ picks up the turnover and one toss to
to bring it to a tight game of 11-8 were dashed when Blind Date Ellen Furness buys the fourth Southwest team a ticket to center ROUND 5

scored after a gruelingly windy and turnover lled point, increasing stage. Flying Cob vs. Ripplt 13-15

the lead to 12-7 instead. Captain Eric Wenck wowed the crowd It was just a game. You know. A eld, some wind, and a bunch <XU> vs. Ultimate Addiction 15-7

with his layout D blocks and the of raggedy looking men and Mon Ami Burundi vs. Pira Haku 13-12

combined experience of the ’

Blind Date squad-proved suc-
cessful against the strong wind, i

bringing the DC/Baltimore play- l

ers to a score of 15-11 and a N

ticket to semis.
In‘ the other quarter, tourney

darkhorse Pira Haku came out
trading points against New
York's W.U.P.AS.S., then got the
first upwind score that would
give them just the advantage
they needed to maintain the
lead to 9-7. WUPASS, whose
energetic youth carried them
throughout pool play (as well
as great cheers), just couldn't
keep up the psych for this
game, even having to re-do one
post-time-out cheer because it
lacked oompf. Pira, on the

THE ULTIMATE PLAYERS ASSOCIATION Volume 18 Number 4 - November 1998
.1 _;--n-r/ 1

women out to play some frisbee
with their friends in the sun. BLTC vs. Disclicious 16-17

But it wasn't just any old eld—it Blind Date vs. wuPASS 10-12

was acres and acres of perfectly RFBF vs. Bad Larry 14-7

cut and vacuumed John Deere
test site. And it wasn't just any REGION NEW SEED TEAM, CITY POOL PLAY

old players—it was California's RECORD

Red FiSl1 Blue FiSh, well known Central A2 Flying Cob, Chicago 4-1

for years of playing co-ed, and Mid Atlantic A5 <XU>, Philly 2-3

winning in the Open Division, North East A4 " Mon Ami Burundi, Toronto 2-3

with original UPA Co-ed North West A1 Ripplt, Bay Area, 4-1

Committee member Joanne South A6 Ult.Addiction, South Carolina 1-4

Adamkewicz, Bay Area organizer Southwest A3 Pira Haku, Colorado Springs 3-2

Kelli Badillo, the now infamous
Phil Price who will check his Central B6 BLTC, Chicago o-5

roster every time, and Scruffy Mid Atlantic B3 Blind Date, DC/Baltimore 3-2

Pfafman, whose name you just North East B2 W.U.P.AS.S., NYC 15-7

have to say. Then you have a North West B1 Red Fish Blue Fish, Bay Area, CA 15-5

completely unknown league South B5 Disclicious, Denton, TX 1-

team that barely made it to Southwest B4 Bad Larry, Denver 2-3

Nationals as an alternate when
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1998 UPA FALL SERIES
WOMEN ' OPEN ' C0-ED

Texas Ultimate Players were psyched about the new Co-ed Division. I-“we teams The UPA tournament was held for the TEXAS section in Austin on September 19,

were formed from Austin, Stephen F. Austin University, Denton, Texas A&M 1998. Twenty-three teams competed in three divisions on the beautiful Whitaker

University and Houston. Many teams were thankful to play the type of spirited Fields on the sprawling UT campus. Six days of tropical turmoil left us scrambling

Ultimate that is only found in the game's roots. "The harmony found in Co-ed for alternate elds and praying for no more rain. In answer to our prayers, the sun

Ultimate inspires positive spirit without compromising the level of play," said Ray was relentless in 96 degree heat. Willie Nelson played host to the day's events.

Gross, a die-hard co-ed veteran. Denton's Discalicious red the other teams up with Results follow:
lollipops and some long hucks. While the skirts wom by Austin's Guys and Dolls
distracted their defenders. Discalicious handily beat a fun-loving Austin team in a Open POOI Standings
spirited nal held in their one-day toumey. Pool A Pool B

' 1. Dallas Grassy Knoll 3-0 1. Houston Houndz 3-0
Women's P00| 2. Austin Good Flow 2-1 2. Austin LoveHandlers 2-1

I Homegrown Tomatoes Austin (5-0) 3. Austin Ol'Yeller 1-2 3. Houston EnFuego 1-2

2 spin Houston (2-3) 4. Dallas Plastic Zeppelin 0-3 4. Austin Firehose 0-3
3 weird Alice Dallas (3-2)
4 catch Her on the Fly Rice University (0- 5) Quarter-nals

Houston Houndz over Dallas Plastic Zeppelin (a lot to a little)
- Round Robin Games to 13 Points, Time Cap at 1:15 Good Flow over EnFuego (good game)

Homegrown Tomatoes - Houston spin (13 - 2) Grassy Knoll over F|reHose (a lot to a little)
Catch Her on the Fly - Weird Alice (2 - 13) LoveHandlers over Ol'Yeller (closer)

Homegrown Tomatoes- Catch Her on the Fly (13 - 2)
Weird Alice - Houston Spin (13 - 6) Semi-nals

, Homegrown Tomatoes - Weird Alice (8 - 5) Houston Houndz over GoodFlow 15- 6

Houston Spin - Catch Her on the Fly (7 -13) Grassy Knoll over LoveHandlers 15-10

‘ ’ Semi-Finals Finals
Homegrown Tomatoes vs. Catch Her on the Fly (13-1) Houston Houndz over Grassy Knoll 17 - 10

K Houston Spin vs. Weird Alice ( 8-6)
1 Finals Great spirit was exhibited in the Open Division highlighted by Dallas’ Grassy

Homegrown Tomatoes vs. Houston spin (15 - 4) Knoll providing some post-game cheers that are often so lacking in Open games.

Austin's new GoodFlow team made a great showing advancing to the semi’s in

1
The highlight of the Women's Division was a huge upset in the semi’s by their first season. The Love Handlers Masters’ team displayed their wily veteran tal-

l Houston's Spin over Dallas’ Weird Alice. A close, time-capped semi-final delighted ents advancing to the semis as well. In the end, the final was between Grassy

3 onlookers and was clinched with a hammer from Julie Rasmussen to Laura Higgins. Knoll and the Houston Houndz. Grassy tied it at 4s. Houndz defense proceeded to
‘ In the other semi-final the Homegrown Tomatoes were victorious over Rice's Catch run off five consecutive to take half 9-4. They never looked back from there with

Her on the Fly. The Homegrown Tomatoes look strong in their inaugural season their defense scoring three more in the second and their offense only giving up one
and used their flow and athleticism to take the final over Houston Spin. Weird to the Grassy D. The Houndz poise and athleticism were too much for a tenacious
Alice placed third in the Texas section. The Lone Star looks to shine bright in Baton Dallas squad. GoodFlow finished 3rd and EnFuego beat Plastic Zeppelin for 4th
Rouge. Texas Women, Yeeeee--Ha!!! Congratulations to all the Texas teams going place. The Love Handlers and Austin's Old Yeller will be representing Texas in

to Regionals in Baton Rouge. Texas Ultimate is looking strong and focused. Good Regional Masters’ competition.
luck. Do your mamas proud. - The B division nals pitted Clear Lake Club Mud versus San Antonio Ultimate.

And you know if you listen close you can hear ole Willie sing, "On that field Clear Lake eventually prevailed. other teams in the B division were Rice I and II,

again, just can't wait to get on that eld again..." TCU and Baylor. "

By Barbara Denison By BubbaDen@aoI.com

l

Eileen Nehme (Tomatoes) flies a forehand past a Houston Defender. Raymond Gross (Guys ‘N Dolls) throws around a Discalicious defender.
Photo: Barbara Denison Photo: Tal Taversky
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This set up Elvis and Asheville in the nal game. However, at this point ENB was
nursing numerous injuries and harboring more disease than a port city. Once again
Elvis jumped out to a big lead on a still tired Asheville team and took the half rather
quickly. However, Asheville had too much pride to simply roll over. This was their turf
and they wanted this game bad. Just as they had the day before, Asheville started to
win and strung off a long line of scores to pull back to within three or four of ENB.

Elvis, really wanting to go home, called upon its star players to nally close out the
game. Final score of the nals: Elvis I7, Asheville I3.

Camel Cancer defaulted to Asheville for the 2nd- 3rd place games because they
were both really tired and had already played each other twice. However, the grudge
still remains, and it will be settled at RegionaI's with dirt bikes and dwain saws

Other noteworthy points;
- The smell from a nearby factory that can best be described as pork.

went off very well. All the teams put in a good hard day of Ultimate, and it was a

highly spirited affair. II have learned lots and it will be done somewhat differently
next year...

Thanks to all the teams that competed. We'll see you back soon!!

NE-METRO NEW YORK C0-ED
by Ben Tapper

Although there were not a lot of teams, the desire and intensity shone through.
Coming off two consecutive tournament sweeps W.U.PAS.S., the number one seed,
sailed through sectionals surrendering only ve points in three games. The second
seeded, Suspicious/Surprise Package, managed to fend off two young and upcom-

- A pock-marked eld covered with so many markers that the wrong disc was used on ing teams to capture the second bid to Regionals. The Package hoped to knock off
the tum on more than one occasion.

- A really messed up party. It was thirty minutes from the elds dovim a one-lane dirt
road that made you really believe in the boogieman, went through a stream, and
ended up at the edge of sanity. Few people tumed out since one team could not
drink, many others went home, and a good many probably are still lost in the woods third spot at Regionals. The Floaters look toward next year to give the top two seeds

the top seed in the nal game of the day, but W.U.PAS.S. proved just too much for
them to handle.

'1e East River Floaters, thought to be oating face down after loses to VILU.PAS.S.

and The Package, managed to scrape out a victory in-their nal game and earn the

somewhere. The good part was that at the end of the trip, you really needed a drink. a run for their money. The fourth place nisher, a combined High School All-Star

by Matt Foley

The infamy of the nakedness was not repeated. God brought us some real nice
weather. Play was hot, as was the sun under the mostly clear sky. Without rain, we
didn't tear up chunks of the ground. Wld is also a part of playing at Seneca Lake
State Park along with one of the deepest lakes I have had the pleasure of visiting.
Grass seed, a deep lake, and a disc provided an exciting two days of Ultimate. You
people sure are fun to watch. WaX won! Congratulations! Canada had a strong
showing, no Toronto (we missed them). Mephisto nished in second place over

team from New York City and surrounding area schools, fought valiantly and almost
knocked off the Floaters for the third spot These young players showed a lot of
courage and dedication, and all have bright futures in the college and club divisions.
Hopefully next fall we will have more teams competing, from local colleges to orga-
nized pick-up groups

EASTERN NEW ENGLAND CO-ED
by DFConnor

CHELMSFORD, MA- We had four teams for the Co-ed New England Sectional on
September I9. Three were from Boston, TRx (pronounced T-Rex),

those Krusty players by winning the second meeting of the two, I5-I0—nice game. 'Anything But Boston, and Id (as opposed to Ego or Superego). Free Beer on Field

Division II was captured by Scooby Doom. Doom had a real smooth offense.
Defense was good enough to force bad play from opponents while creating block
opportunities. Thanks to Deb, Joe, Steve, NYS, all the Captains, and Mother Nature.

by Sean Phillips

The Upstate NY Co-ed Sectionals tournament was held in Hamilton, ON, Canada
on September I9th. It was a beautiful day with tons of excellent Ultimate played.
Because of the location and the dates, the tournament was heavily loaded with

Six, from Woods Hole, rounded out the eld. We played a single day round-robin.
The top three teams went to Regionals. There wasn't a cloud in the sky and we had
a strong wind with temperatures in the high 70s.

TRx started off the day beating Free Beer I5-6. They took the next game against
dP S E N E W Y 0 R K C 0 E D I I5-9, but not before Id got within two points at II-9. Trx's last game was similar,' as they beat Anything But Boston I5-IO after letting them get close late in the game.

This was slight change from two weeks earlier when TRx was blowing everyone
away at our tune-up tournament (the typical score was II-3).

Anything But Boston had won their two previous games, beating Id I5-8 and Free

Beer I5-7. That left Id and Free Beer contending for the third and last spot for
Regionals. At our tune-up, Id beat Free Beer II-6 after being down at the half 6-2.

Canadian teams and there were many players that would not normally join the UPA This time Free Beer did not give up an early lead, pulling out a win. The final rank-
There were many issues that arose because of this, but I will hold my comments for ing was TRx (3-0), Anything But Boston (2-I), Free Beer on Field Six (I-2), and Id (0-
another time. In fact of the seven teams that competed, six were Canadian, and all
were within a two hour drive of home!! The top seeded team, Mon Ami Burundi,
had a very large roster full of excellent players, so they played as two teams (called
Mon Ami Burundi and Get Blent) to ll out an eight team schedule.

The initial seeding’s were as follows:
I. Mon Ami Burundi, Toronto 5. McMaster Ultimate Club, Hamilton
2. Get Blent, Toronto 6. Big Kahunas, Toronto
3. Flying Baby Grendels, Rochester 7. B'Bye, Guelph
4. BYE, Guelph 8. 5312, Hamilton

They were split into two pools of four:
A B

Mon Ami Blent
BYE Grendels
MUC Kahunas
5312 B'Bye

In Pool A, MUC slipped by BYE to take second while the others held to seed, and
Pool B cooperated with the seedings completely. Mon Ami and Blent played a

3). We all went out for Thai food after the tourney.
I haven't been actively canvassing people for opinions on the Co-ed Division. But

from whom I have talked to, people think it's a good idea. Both men and women
like having a division that is less intense, and I know a few who would have never
played the Fall Series but for the Co-ed Division. I do not think we hurt the
Women's Division in our section. Even without counting Godiva, we have quite a

few good Women's teams in Boston to join. And women from other parts of the
section, such as New Hampshire, elected to play in the Women's series instead of
the Co-ed series.

t OUTH C0-ED
by Nadine Block

In the inaugural season of the UPA's Co-ed fall series, Co-ed Sectionals for the
Mid-Atlantic South section (Washington, DC/Wrginia/Maryland) were held on
Saturday, September 26th at Pratt Park in Fredericksburg, VA Four teams set out to
demonstrate that Co-ed Ultimate is ready to take hold on the east coast: Karmakaze
(Washington, DC), Blind Date (Washington, DC), Mothers (Fredericksburg, VA), and
TUNA (Blacksburg, VA). The teams consisted of former open's and women's club

game for Ist and 2nd place (but really only for Ist since they were one team), 5312 players, as well as league players, retired club players and college players. Whatever
and B'Bye duked it out for 7th and 8th, while the middle teams had to play two
rounds (A2 vs.; B3 and B2 vs. A3, then winner vs. winner and loser vs. loser) to

the appeal, this Co-ed series drew dozens of new and old UPA members to the scene.

What the four teams found was a very level playing eld (and I don't mean just
decide 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th. While it was not a proper UPA format, nor a com- the slope of the elds), with no team clearly dominating the tournament. In hard-
pletely conventional one, it was effective for choosing the top three or four teams fought pool play, Karmakaze beat TUNA and Mothers; Blind Date beat Mothers and
out of a large pool in a one day tournament...

In the cross over games, MUC beat the Kahunas, then went on to take 3rd place
over the Grendels who had beaten BYE. BYE took 5th by defeating the Kahunas.
So, the official final standings were as follows:

I. Mon Ami Burundi
2. McMaster Ultimate Club
3. Flying Baby Grendels
4.BYE
5. Big Kahunas
6.5312
7. B'Bye

This whole thing came together in the last two weeks, so all things considered it

Karmakaze; and TUNA beat Blind Date and Mothers. Mothers, looking sexy in pur-
ple dresses, played some
terrific Ultimate despite not
being able to pull out a win.
The three-way tie between
TUNA, Blind Date and
Karmakaze was settled by
point differential, with
Karmakaze finishing in first
place, Blind Date second
and TUNA third. All four
teams advanced to
Regionals the following
weekend in Delaware.MA North Sectionals. The guy marking John Marino

is David Dillon. Photo: Zach Bressler
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Hyperion, LA"s Open team, lost the hard games, won the easy games, and didn't team playing three games minimum. Games were to eleven, with an hour and a
have the legs to keep up on Sunday in the games that should have been close. half time cap. After pool play, the teams were ranked in their pools and placed into
Hoping to bring their full roster to San Diego for Regionals, they are looking to sur- a double elimination bracket (Huck n Pray withstanding since they could only play
prise some unwary teams. one day) with the rst round of the double elim occurring at the end of Saturday.

The Hammerheads played a lot of games close, but only managed one win. Double elim games were to 15, with a two hour time cap.
They should be a tough match-up when they are at full strength on their home turf In Pool A, the Fish had little trouble—no team scored more than 4 points on
at Regionals. All Southwest Masters’ teams should make it a point to thank these them all Saturday, though Ebb and Flow did wake them up a bit with a game at 6-
guys for choosing to play Open instead of Masters. 4, causing the Fish to raise their game enough to cruise in with a victory. That's

Penultimate formed from a group of friendly pickup players in LA They played What SHE Said surprised Davis at the end of pool play, beating them 10-2 and tak-
with great spirit and effort. After a fun weekend and some good performances, the ing second in Pool A while relegating the Mixed Nuts to third. In Pool B, Marin
Penultimate folks opted to try practicing as a team for a while in lieu of volunteering turned out to be the surprise team of the tourney. Losing close games to Ripp It
for tvvo-and-out in San Diego. We look fonivard to seeing an improved team next and the Donner Party, 9-6 and 9-7 respectively, they beat Pad Thai No Sprouts deci-
year. sively and looked to move up in the eld. The game of the day pitted the Donner

Thanks to everyone that came and helped make the tournament. Good Luck to Party against Ripp It. The game was hotly contested with neither side giving an
all the Southwest teams, Open, Mastei’, Women, and Co-ed. inch. In the end, Ripp It would prevail 11-9. In the rst round of the double elim,

the Fish, Donner Party, and Ripp It won their games handily, sending Pad Thai, the
Mixed Nuts, and Ebb and Flow to the losers’ bracket Marin and That's What SHE
Said played aclose game, with SHE conceding to Marin 10-7.

The long, hot Saturday play took its toll on several teams. Though Huck n Pray
by chamon She" was expected to drop after the rst day, Pad Thai and SHE also decided against

coming back for a second day, all of Pad Thai's women dropping out while SHE,
The rst Northern California Co-ed Sectional Tournament was held on the week— poetically, had all the women staying and the men dropping out! This would have

end of September 12-13. Nine teams competed for three spots to Regionals. The its repercussions on the other teams on Sunday as Ebb and Flow and the Mixed
teams, in order of seeding, and their homes were: Nuts would get a rst round bye. Donner Party, Ripp It, Marin, and RFBF, by win-
1. Red Fish Blue Fish (A) - Bay Area ning their rst round double elim games at the end of Saturday, were in a good
2. Ripp It (B) - Peninsula / South Bay position to advance to Regionals. A win in the rst round on Sunday would guaran-
3. Donner Party (B) - Lake Tahoe Area tee a top three nish. Ripp It would face Marin, while the Donner Party had the
4. Mixed Nuts (A) - Davis, CA unenviable task of taking on the Fish. Marin was psyched up by its performance
5. Pad Thai No Sprouts (B) - San Francisco, CA Saturday and felt they had a very good shot at beating Ripp It The Donner Party
6. That's What SHE Said (A) - Marin County, CA knew they had a big game on their hands but having beat the Fish before, they felt
7. Marin (B) - Marin County, CA that if they played well, they had a good chance at beating the favorites.
8. Ebb and Flow (A) - Peninsula / South Bay Sundays games were played at Dublin High School in Dublin, CA The weather
9. Huck n Pray (A) - Peninsula / South Bay would not give the teams a break as temperatures reached the mid 90s in the

The top three teams were expected to have quite a battle for the top spot in the scorching sun. As the Mixed Nuts and Ebb and Flow waited for the next round, the
section. RFBF has been the showcase co-ed team in the Bay Area for the past sev- winners’ bracket games were hotly contested. Marin and Ripp It would play an
eral years and were psyched about the new division in the Fall Series. Ripp It had a intense game. Though Ripp It led by a couple of points midway through, Marin
very close game with the Fish just weeks ago at the SF Co-ed Revolution, barely los- played very tough making Ripp It work for everything. In the end, however, Ripp It
ing and wanting another chance at the Fish. Donner Party was also a very strong took the game 14-8. Ripp It was elated and ready for its opponent Alan Harder of
co-ed team in the section. Though not having the opportunity to play the other Ripp It would relate that the team had since its inception wanted to challenge RFBF
teams as often because of the distance to the Bay Area, they had shown themselves and its near miss at the SF Co-ed Revolution made it hungry for another chance to
to be a formidable opponent. play the Fish. But that chance would have to wait.

The rst day of play took place at Peterson Middle School in Sunnyvale, CA The Donner Party and RFBF were locked up in an intense game. The game con-
Temperatures in the high 80$ tested the teams’ fortitude and endurance all sisted of small 2-3 point leads that would be built up by the Fish only to be eaten
Saturday. The teams were broken into two pools (pool A and pool B, with the up by the Donner Party. Ties occurred at 3s and 7s. Again the Fish built up a lead;
teams designated in the list above), with four rounds of pool play ensuing, each the score was 11-8. The Donner Party responded to make it 11- 9. At this point the

game was hard capped at 13. Another Donner Party point would bring them within
one. The Fish's momentum was unraveling and they needed to stop the bleeding.

— But the Donner Party was on a roll and would nish off the game. Scoring ve
straight points, the Donner Party stunned the I-Tsh with a come from behind 13-11
victory! The Donner Party erupted in celebration. The Fish, meanwhile, put on their
game faces—they knew they had some serious disc to play in order to get to
Regionals.

The second round on Sunday consisted of two losers’ bracket games and the
nals of the winners’ bracket. RFBF would meet Ebb and Flow again, while the
Mixed Nuts would meet Marin. In the game for the sectional championship, Ripp It
and the Donner Party would get a rematch of the pool play game. The Fish quickly
dispatched Ebb and Flow in a 15-2 trouncing.

Before the beginning of the other losers’ bracket game, it seemed that Marin
would have the edge on the Mixed Nuts. Marin had played very well against stiff
competition on Saturday, while Davis had not played to its seeding expectations.
Kevin Morris, the Nuts captain, however, had confidence in his team and fully
expected his team to ght its way through the losers’ bracket to Regionals. The rest
in the rst round would allow Davis to conserve energy, warm up well, and plot a

good strategy; they were ready to take on their opponent. Marin, on the other
hand, was spent from their rst round effort. As a result, the Mixed Nuts came out
of the gate hot and never looked back. Marin played valiantly, but the hot sun and
previous game left their tank empty. The Mixed Nuts 15-8 win earned them a

chance to play the FlSl'1. The winner of that game would take on the loser of the
sectional championship game to settle 2nd and 3rd place in the section.

In the Sectional championship, the Donner Party was seeking to avenge their
only loss of the tourney thus far. Their athletic prowess and height allow them to
play a game which banks on speed and leaping, often unmatchable by opponents.

-_ A. j Ripp It's strength is their consistency as a team. Having practiced and played
. mg, - W together almost weekly as an integral unit for two years, the individuals know each

.. . . .

other quite well and flow is often the key to their game. Ripp It's experience
More from NW Regionals! Schwa vs. Homebrood. showed in the championship game as they took a lead in the beginning of the

Phgtg; Ri¢|( ¢Q||in5 game and maintained it throughout. The Donner Party would play a tough game
but unfortunately it wasn't enough. Ripp It's 15-10 victory earned them a trip to
Regionals at UBC as the Northern California Co-ed Sectional Champions! The
Donner Party, meanwhile, looked for shade as they would need to wait to see who
they would play for second place in the section.

The match between RFBF and the Mixed Nuts would determine the team who
could make it to Regionals. The Mixed Nuts knew they had a tough game ahead,
but they were undaunted and condent. The Fish were also sure of themselves.
They knew that if they played the kind of game they were capable of, a trip to

W~
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For instance, if someone is cutting straight at your team is thinking this way, then you will hard and sprinting and the difference between
you, typically their defender will be behind know that when you come off your man on a Question 4: What is the most important a good throw and a bad choice and a bad

them, but on one side. Lead your man slightly gambit, theyll get your back! Or, if you pass up thing you wouldtell a player hoping to throw and a good choice. It is a game of choic-

to the other side when you throw it, so the the glory play, they will notice and appreciate make the jump to the elite team level? es and players must understand the difference
defender has to go around your player to make your poise. between good and bad choices.

the block I'll often are my cutters even when ~ Chris Corcoran. aka Cork, #25
they/re running straight at me. This also applies ZAE - Bill's trysts; that Deborah Norville would The best advice that I would give an up-and- Munter - Don't get fooled by rhetoric Talk is

to a side-to-side cut. Lead your cutter with a lit- wind up on "Inside Edition;" two words: Mach coming Ultimate player would be to focus cheaper than a White House liaison, so don't
tle bit of oat, so that he has to run to the disc III; the miracle that is Parker Posey; how big a more on the mental aspects of the game. say "this is the year" if you don't mean it. It

Don't always try and throw the disc to hit him role condence plays in sports, arts, politics, When you're on offense, think about where doesn't matter if your goal is winning it all,

on the money, because you lose a little margin. society; the fate of talk show also-rans the other I3 players on the eld are. Realize making it to Nationals, or just making it to
Tempestt Bledsoe, Keenan Ivory Wayans, Magic where the good cuts are and when it is your Regionals, you need to believe in yourself and

Ted Munter, #17 Johnson, Camey Vlfilson, Chevy Chase, Mark tum to cut. When you are on defense, also your teammates You can't kind of want it,

Watch the game with a purpose. Most players Walberg, Gordon Elliot..; and what one night in think about where the other I3 players are. If because the team just above you has more skill

yell for their teammates or just casually obsen/e Brentvvood would do for mass media, race rela- you can't shut down a player's every cut, decide or more experience. \Mnning Nationals is great,

until they get in again. But every time you're tions, and public jurisprudence in America. where the most dangerous cuts are, and shut but primarily because it conrms that the goal

out is an opportunity to watch the players you Rodriguez - The thing I wish I knew years ago those down. you have set for yourself has been achieved.
are likely to cover or who are likely to cover was how great the weight room is for you. Lift, de Frondeville - It's better to be noticed than to The worst feeling in Ultimate is watching some
you. I try to look at one or two specic things. lift, lift. Lift some more. blend into the background. other team play the game you wanted to be in,

Where do they like to throw from and what thinking about how your own team under-
kind of jukes do they make? This might not get Brown - The game is mostly mental and most laslow - Right now, kids graduating college achieved because they didn't prepare or didn't
blocks for you, but you can try to take the play- players don't sprint. Sprinting is the key to O are much more in-the-know about disc, about live up to their promises as teammates. To

er out of his or her comfort zone. More impor- and D. strategies, and about conditioning than I ever improve, to make it to Sunday at Regionals
tantly, I think, it helps you focus, both on the was (am?). There are many sophisticated and when last year you went home on Saturday, to
sideline and when you are in the game. Munter - I wish I had known to move to talented prospects But beyond the basics (and make it to the semi's at National's after going

Boston ve years earlier. And I didn't know the basics get expanded each year), a player 2-3 at the big dance the year before, is HARD.

Mooney - Listening. Sure, we all ll a room ' until recently how important it is that a team's must have an intemal re and personal desire. You might hear rst time parents say they wish
with drivel. But I if you listen to input, then you top players lead by example. Sounds obvious, I Only you know the true strength of your convic- raising that rst kid was only as difcult as they
have something to say in the next huddle. know, but when I was one of the top players tion. For me, I was never in doubt about wanti- had dreamed it was going to be. But getting

on my former team, I wasn't always in shape, ng to play. I don't feel like I'm forsaking the up in the middle of each night with junior tums
Quggqn 3; y|/hag da ya" [mow now or didn't always believe in my teammates. rest of my life when I put in the hours at the out to be something for which talk and imagi-
that ya" wished you knew five‘ yea’; Playing on D06 as a bench/role player, I see trad: and stadium (of course, without a rest-of- nation cannot really prepare you. Just as it's
soener? how central it is that our best players are not my-life, this statement has little weightl). As far easier, even more fun, to be single, it is more

' only the most skilled, best athletes, they also as strategy for play is concemed: COMMUNI- fun to just hang out with your friends and
lash“ whet I knew new’ that | wish | knew want it the most and prepare—mentally and CATE! Use the resources around you! Your repeat last year's performance. No hassles, no
ten Yeas age’ is that dub Ultimate is fun Beck physically-as hard as they can. I often hear teammates can help you leam, and you can worries, no potential disappointment If that is

in eeneee in the ‘ate eighties’ | had e fee‘ die captains ofteams talk about needing to nd a help them. This holds for strategy sessions and what you_want to do, admit it and enjoy your-
taste for the dub Scene ‘witnessed e M of role for their players. But the best player on for on-eld play as well. We all know to call self. But if you get to your goal together, then
fem play’ and this kept me from joining e dub your team has a role too. You can be the kind the disk up when it's throvim. Also call out the sore legs, the tough practices,‘ the rushing
for seven" Years | think l would have gotten of_star who makes the team better—think switches; poaches; what the opposing from work, and the long hours will all be well
better seenehet e Yeuneef eee_hed | been Mid1_ael Jordan, Larry Bird, Jerry Rice—or who, defense is, if you've gured it out; what your worth rt.

exposed to e more enieyeue dub scene j despite all your skill and athleticism bnngs the defense is if people are confused; who is

thank Dave Meyers for encouraging me to eet team down. breaking long; who should be. If you don't Haskell - The game is much easier than we
out there and mix it up with the of the know what to do, ask! When everyone knows make it out to be. Use your head. The mind is

Northeast Anethe‘ thine ‘ have ‘earned Mooney -: That it's not about winning... it's what's up, everyone can respond to it Also, a powerful thing. Just complete your passes

through phyine with Such dented teammates about having Billy Rodnguez on your team. negative informauon needs to be communicat- and leave all the tumovers for someone else.

is that each of them has analyzed every tiny ed. Preferably in a positive way.
dete“ of the game Good may comes from the Haskell - Just how hard it is to stay at the top. Mooney - No, really... we're good 8UY$, we're
best eppueeen of basic pndmes (threw eem_ How everyone INI|l come after you when your ZAE - "Pnngles, pizza and plenty of rest” That supportive and canng, and you'll have a great
mete passes; get the disk. "Y to prevent Your on top. Just how much fun it is to beat those way, the player will be fat and slow and no time on our team. Please... play with us...

men/women from eetnethe disk) to e myriad teams and how good it feels to win. That obstacle to my fullling my ovim selsh goals PREITY PLEASE WITH CHEESE ON TOP. P.S. I'll

of situaene If you knew that evewene en "championships" are a eeting thing. When I'm carry your bags and buy you beer.
seventy I gonna wish I had more. Brown - Leam the difference between running

 MORE

-

one of those LA actor-types, funded the team's beer money and promised them a cameo FINALS
should they win Nationals. After losing to Team Babin, the Trouser Schnoz lost momentum and The New York team was just playing too well all weekend. They really gelled in semis and came
fell to D'K in a great game I5-I4. out strong against LA. in the nals. Sending their "midgets" through the zone proved effective,

l Cigar played Tempus last in the day. They heard all the rumors about Tempus‘ temper. But while tall men Rick DeMan and Pete Smit stretched the deeps.
Cigar had rolled a secret weapon: Skip Kuhn. Kuhn had tangled with Southem Califomia last
year at Nationals. But he kept cool all weekend as the team kept up the catchphrase "Don't John Dickison, Paul Shields and Mike Nevins again played big, while Sanj Khanna, Bill Baer and
waste Skip's time" to keep everybody focused. "Skip is still fast as all hell, even if he has, Mark Schultz buoyed the defense. They cruised comfortably to a 17-12 win to claim the I998
according to him, "lost two and a half steps." Kuhn, along with top-level players Mike Nevins, Championship.
Matt Jefferson and Paul Shields, propelled Cigar to victory I5-I I. But you knew the teams would .

match up again in the future. "Everybody when called upon played great," related captain Silver. ‘We may not be the best, but
we're up there," proclaimed the image of Bill Clinton on Cigar's T-shirts. They certainly played

SPIRIT AWARDS the best this weekend. Silver and Peters are looking fon/vard toward keeping the team alive for
D K from Atlanta won the Spirit award and the ZZ Top-ophy for most players with beards. José next year's World's and Nationals’ competition.
came in second. Rex O‘Quinn qualied with his mustache and placed third.

Congrats to Sas Peters, Ken Silver, Bill Baer, Paul Shields, Eddie Stone, Skip Kuhn, Sam Pugliese,
SEMIFINALS and FINALS John "Crazy Man" Garb, John Dickison, Doug Propp, Sanj Khanna, Mark Schultz, Matty Jefferson,
In the semis,Cigar snookered Trouser 15-7 and Tempus got by Pocomoke I5-I2, a game I'm Neil Perchuk, J. Cobe, Matt Karow, Pete Smit, Alex Milenkovic, Dave Chaiken, Mike Nevins, Joe
sure they didnt expect to go that long. Maybe next year Pocomoke will get a better seeding. Hunt, Conrad Aamodt, Eric Cochran, Amos Himmelstein, and Rick DeMan.

S0 the finals, as most expected, Cigar versus Tempus Fugit. .
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I was thinking, why are there not community. There were some interest-

major Co-ed Ultimate tournaments in ing causes, next year will be even bet-

San Francisco, an area that can send ter. Binge! lobbied for the San l

ten teams to Potlatch? Also, why are Francisco Bicycle Coalition, they all l

there no Co-ed Ultimate tournaments rode their bikes to the elds, handed

inside major cities? I'm a big city per- out membership forms, and cheered

son but in the Bay Area I always find for their cause. Another favorite was

myself looking at small, second-class RFBF's advocacy for the crushing of

Co-Ed Revolution in San Francisco
by Jim Hayes

elds in small cities and wondering yogurt containers after use to avoid

how many elds I could fit on this or killing dolphins, complete with a

that ratty eld. Then there were demonstration and form letters to
always the San Francisco Polo Fields— send to Yoplait. We also had the old

expensive, exclusive, but perfect and in growth forest protection group, a zero

the city—looming as the unattainable population growth team, a safe sex

ideal. team, medical marijuana, and a team

This spring I nally had the forceful- which seemed to promote free alcohol

ness and follow-through to get the City at public parks.

of San Francisco Recreation and Parks So with the fteen Bay Area teams

people to give us, the Ultimate com- and one Tahoe team we had four

munity, assess to the Polo Fields for an pools of four, playing on eight elds, in

entire weekend. We rented the entire one location, in a big city. On

place, seven perfect soccer elds. We Saturday, teams played four games to

also rented a beautiful party spot near . I5 points with no byes. Magic Bus

downtown San Francisco and got two and Tea Bags nished Saturday unde-

local bands—a traditional Irish band to feated and appeared destined for
play during dinner and a New Orleans greatness on Sunday; however, there

funk style band for dancing. Also, the was a strong group just behind them

downtown Pinnacle Fitness provided including Donner Party, Red Fish Blue

showers. It was all going so well. A sh (RFBF), Ripplt, Zero Pop, Tramps

So where were all the teams? This and Jabben/voclc Local xtures Bingel,

is San Francisco, the most desired Pad Thai No Sprouts, Ebb & Flow, and

vacation city in the USA, every Co-ed a team playing in their rst tourney,

team in America should want to come. Tree Huckers, also played well on

I've traveled far and wide enjoying the ' Saturday.

hospitality of other great Ultimate Sunday saw many great contests

cities—Arcata to Ashland, Bend to highlighted by RFBF squeaking by

1

Boulder, Seattle to Vancouver—this was Ripplt I5-I4 in a quarternal only to =

their chance to enjoy our city and hos- be another Magic Bus victim in the
pitality. In the end the only team that semis. The Tea Bags vs. Donner Party

had the vision to join us was the seminal match up was hard fought
Donner Party from the Lake Tahoe with the Tea Bags outlasting the flesh

Area. I expect the rest of you to do eaters I6-I4. In the end it was Magic
better next year. Bus taking it all, beating Tea Bags I5-7

The event was a part of the Co-ed in the nals. Also, the B-pool nal fea-

Experimental Series. The experiment tured Squeeze from Bottom and Los

of the tourney was that each team had Banditos Locos, who played like they
to have a cause, it could be revolution- belonged in the A-pool. Los Banditos
ary, environmental, political, satirical or Locos won the B-pool by beating the
whatever. We wanted to promote tourney host, Squeeze from Bottom, by — w
activism among frisbee players, get a score of I6-I4. Be here next year

people thinking and working in their and you could win with a cause.

* IT'S THAT FOOLISH TIME AGAIN name, address, phone, fax, e-mail (or
web address).

by Rod Druckemiller * A new stuffed animal (that you've
purchased) for donation to a children's

The Washington Area Frisbee Club charity. ALL of the stuffed animals we
(INAFC) is now accepting bids for entry receive will be donated to children's
to the 22nd Annual APRIL FOOLS FEST. charities in the D.C. metro area. Please

We're doing things just like last year. make sure yours can be donated.
The tournament will be held at John
Lee Pratt Park in Fredericksburg, VA on * Send COMPLETE bids to: WAFC,

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, April 2, 3 I808 No. Quantico St., Arlington, VA

and 4, I999. Bids are due— in our 22205. We've got lots of great stuff

include the following: prizes and gifts. Act now don't delay.

* A check for $150 made out to For further information, looks us up
'WAFC." at WVVW.WAFC.ORG/FOOLS or drop
* A short letter telling us about your one of us a note.
team. This letter should include: team Rod Druckemiller (301) 962-7252 —

name, a brief history, city of origin, and lGoLong@aol.com
a paragraph or two on what April Fools Melissa lwaszko (703) 533-8325 —

Fest means to you. 75057.256@compuserve.com
* Team contact information, including:

hands-by February I2, I999, and must planned for you, including beer, parties,
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Canada 19 Finland 9
4)

O(h), Canada!: Northern Neighbor Stuns U.S.
At Worlds U.S. .llll0l'S Wins First World Title  

V 2 U

by Andy Borinstein Gerrriarty’.-H’

Team
Canada
U.S.A.
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‘ USA. 19 Japan 10

MASTERS’ DIVISION

Japan w. 1-8

Final Rank Country Wm/Loss Record‘
Canada - V9-0

-SJ-\.A * 7-2

Netherlands - 6-3

For the second consecutive tournament, a country other than the U.S. won the World . V AA A_ AI" V~VVA,A };V;, ,

Championships. Like a steady north wind, Canada blew through Boston's DoG in the Open Division, - , ‘:_}A;i§ V, };§V . ., ' -V'A)'j lammas)
a U.S. Masters’ team largely made up of New Yorkers and Bostonians, and upset a very good national-
ly assembled U.S. Co-ed team en route to winning three divisions. The Canadians also picked up
Bronze medals in the Women's and Juniors’ brackets. The tournament was held August 15-23 on the
plush elds at the National Sports Center in Blaine, Minnesota and attracted nearly 700 competitors

Qung

- V - V

“'°“ ’**°

* A ‘A;.25f‘A;;iA:lA1;.AAA"A;§.&;i3‘§:§§A§§3§1A. _ 1.; ;, 1' .:- ' ‘Zll : 389*" 52 V '15-A If 34

on forty-four teams (thirty-two WFDF clubs competing for World Championship medals and twelve I-
I ,A]. “*1? iifj§If‘~‘Aj 5. A '

CUP teams, a separate division within the toumey)A‘representing thirteen different countries. if-6 i;.;_§.f_T,‘V;<;*jii;.=.,= A ' V
L . V '

As in Sweden two years ago, the U.S. nished second gamering Gold in the Women's and, for the ff 17’ .353, V1 rV _ J

rst time, the Juniors’ Divisions. Silver hung from the necks of U.S. Masters’ and Co-ed players after 1 ;jjj1iV,1§_V_;A;§.13:,;.~V_-.».§;¢-;'j_;. ff. ,1 ' j 1 _.

falling to Canada 19-11 and 12-11 in their respective nals. DoG settled for Bronze after besting '1.§;,V,.»9.I ";V-V‘?-.;f'.,,VV,.,__ -, I . .

Sweden, 21-14, in the consolation round. ~VV:_rV%;; ;_V Record‘ , A

Japan had 8 brealhfush twmamet wlleslins Silvef in the M0 marquis divisions, OPE" B114 AA3,:-‘A:¥:§,._:§V;-i;§’§:"A "1-§i<V."*-“A .1 - A ‘ ‘AM ..
Women's. They held on to beat Sweden in the Open Division by two and their nal match was a one " * ' y- ,9~3 . *

or two point affair until the end when Canada won by three, 16-13. The U.S. Women (Boston's Lady §f§V,'A.1 -_ 66
Godiva) had little trouble defeating the Japanese, 19-10 in their nal. Japan easily knocked off - _A A _. Wm" ,A A_"2'm
Canada to reach the nals. A‘ 0'“? '

Sweden, the defending World Champion, had a miserable tournament winning only a Silver medal . ::;,-;V-jy..,;vVV:i LA AA;'A§A'Aj;'¥if“V_A . l‘(_V5"P §¢_§"‘$1 UPS.

in the hotly contested Juniors’ Division which the U.S. dominated from start to nish. liina Booth (the V’-V;V,£153,:?§§:=,;;;§§§,§§A_§.}-,,§;,;AV,,,VV;_3‘ the_SPmt Award. A

coach of Amherst High School Michael Baccariana (the coach of Paideia High School in
V; .V51Ff;¥.-»A§»i'f1Af§;_jV;;{ifA{;.jI:=»;§Ai§§ 9 £1 ' - 1-1 “ -Y . A ' . '

Atlanta) and UPA Juniors’ Director Dave "Mo' Moscoe deserve high praise for assembling the team's -
V.
1 -_ "w Canada

twenty players from eight states, getting them to the toumey a few days early to drill, practice and 3gj;§_VV;{=§155=;;§V_.;l;, V}; V.
_ ‘ _' .. , .

A .

meet each other, and then handing Sweden its rst loss ever in intemational play with a stunning 13- A AAA

-V .. Vzé. n. . ‘ - -

11 victory on the rst day of play. To prove this was no fluke, their second win later in the week - . '1 , *1 A "

against their Scandinavian rivals was a methodical 17-10 drubbing. Their 19-11 win in the nals was “V,f;ji§Z',:§ ‘ “A, _.

a thing of beauty to behold. These young U.S. players out performed Sweden in every aspect of the '
1 I“ A A1,; 1.. ' V ‘ - V. .

contest—running, throwing, defense and strategy. The U.S. has always had talented Juniors’ players, _A
'

_
f

,

but AAAiAS vita“ coachAAAg Sta“ desewes AAA mat deal O‘ “edit ADA PAASAAAAAS
AAAAS undefeated team to the

1; T . A WWW‘

Besides Canada's overall win and the historical success of the U.S. Juniors, there were a number of "1; . ’ I “fl Q A

other "rsts" for this tournament The Co-ed Division made its successful debut with four national ,1 A:i4’f§i AifjAjV I->5 V_ SA _A _- Q f 3-9“

and seven I-CUP teams (a separate division which competed against the national squads but could _‘E_iV,;V,yi;V;;f__. (".53 jg‘ V" ".~_ . {oi-i=2 ‘ .
not medal vs. WFDF teams). It was great to see men and women playing with and competing against ‘, A A _

t-Cupvteams. ‘ V

one another on the same eld. The Division has a very bright future and without Seattle native Joey IA‘/V } . V A = jJ'VVAfjA -V V» "A _'_.

Gray/s dedication it might never have gotten into the spotlight. The sport owes Joey a great deal for 8A._A_.'A§fjVyA-..%i~;§,iA_§V§.V; §;-A ,j;A:2§f§_'I',V '" -Q - - _' ‘A A A V J

making this happen and for giving many players who do not compete with the nation's top teams an ‘9[5'a1'lA4
opportunity to represent their country at a World Championship. , ._ _‘ ,A A A A A

Brazil and South Africa made their rst appearances at a World Championship in the Co-ed and ‘A‘ ‘:93 3m‘f'9"' A -

Open Divisions. Although neither team won a game, they were highly spirited squads and were aptly 8di"!€'3ul3*'°f‘ Ma'd' nail’ '
awarded Spirit of the Game honors in their respective divisions. j. ~ ' A AV 5 , Canada H USA H

Dutch men won their rst medal ever in international play, scoring bronze in their Master's conso- " ‘_ . ~ V

lation match-up with Japan, 21-5. Germany captured a bronze in the Co-ed Division vs. Brazil. USA‘ lg Fniand H’ hp” lg B ,_ '

lt was also the rst time that the World Ultimate Championships were held on U.S. soil (the 1993 " --" * --
Club Championships were held in Madison, Wl), and the tourney was very well-run. The UPA extends A

a special thank you to the National Sports Center and its dedicated staff led by Tournament Director
Todd Zoschke, Registrar Holly Terveen and Assistant Tournament Director Scott Van Horrick as well as .

to the Minnesota Ultimate community. Without their enthusiasm and hard work, the 1998 World ' ’ AA

Ultimate Championships would never have occurred. Heibron, Germany will be the site for the next ' . A i

World Championships scheduled for August 5-12, 2000.
The 1999 World Club Championships will be held in St. Andrews, Scotland August 7-15. U.S.

teams will be invited based on their nal standing at the 1998 Nationals. Any team not making
Nationals who is interested in competing at World Clubs should notify me by email (upa_internation-
al_director@upa.org or 74151 .1330@Compuserve.Com) anytime after December 1.

nally counted. Someone joked on the sideline that it was a good thing that we played "double
score" at practice. In the end we prevailed, winning the capped game 13-11.

by Jeremy Schwartz I think that it was after that game that all of us felt that a championship was a real possibility. The

rest of the week ew by with our team getting stronger and more confident each day. It was exciting
Well, it's been almost a week since the U.S. Juniors team won the gold medal at Worlds and it to see our team gel on the eld so rapidly, and the off-eld gelling was just as remarkable. The team

seems like the right time to reect on what turned out to be an incredible eleven days. spent in incredible amount of time together-we were not allowed to go to any events where alcohol
We arrived the Wednesday before the toumey began and had a practice that afternoon. lf Sweden was being served, read: every event, but when your team is winning no one seems to mind missing

had seen us play that aftemoon they would have laughed. We played two hours of pick-up Ultimate; the parties. We watched the entire "Die Hard" trilogy and most of us saw "The Godfather." "Austin
the offense was terrible and the defense was shoddy. It felt as if we were concentrating on everyone Powers" was a nice midweek treat and games of Scrabble were big draws in the third floor lounge.
else's play, trying to assess where we stood in the ultimate hierarchy of the team, rather than concen- We even had a mini-romance bloom right before our very eyes. Oh la la.

trating on winning the point together. I think we were all excited when practice began in earnest. We After a perfect 10-O record in pool play we were pitted against Great Britain, the team with the lth-
continued to scrimmage, playing mini-games, and we gradually got to know one another. I think that iest mouths (I'm in love with the girl next door...). It was another spirited game, our third against GB,

everyone was pleased to be playing with the guys and girls that they had played against so many and we won 19-4. Sweden won their semi match in a nailbiter against those feisty Canadians and the
times. l can remember more than once watching one of my teammates making a cut and thanking nals were set.
god that I was making the pass to him, rather than trying to defend against it. We woke up the next morning at our usual time of 6:45 to thunder, lightening and rain. But, just

Soon, however, the tvvo-a-days of Thursday and Friday were over and we got to face some real as it happened almost a week earlier, the rain stopped and the fields dried and we played. It was
competition in the form of Swank, a Minneapolis club team. It was during this close match that it another exciting game against Sweden, but after jumping to an early lead we never let up and
became clear that our team was special. The "specialness" went beyond the skills, athleticism, smarts Sweden was never within three goals. When we scored the 19th, and championship-winning goal,
and phat uniforms that the team possessed, we knew we had that before we arrived in Blaine; the the entire team rushed the field and hugged and beamed and basked in the sun that was beginning
desire to work as a team and contribute whatever was needed to win came to the surface during that to break through the clouds.
first test. ' Mixed in with our elation was a creeping sadness. We all expected to have a good team at worlds,

We woke up to thunder, lightening and a hella lot of rain on Sunday, the first day of the tourna- but l think that we were all shocked by how much we liked each other on and off the field. The real-
ment. We warmed up in the arena, unsure of whether or not we would even play our scheduled ization that our team was breaking up just as it reached its peak was a sad one.
games against Canada and Sweden. Sure enough, the rain stopped and the supernatural fields of the That night, for the first time, we were allowed to go out. There was a party with music and dancing
natural sports center were practically dry by the time we were doing our final "throw-and-go" warm- and a ridiculously long spirit presentation, but I couldn't really get into it. After a week of sticking
up drill. The Canada game was a spirited and well played contest which we eventually won. Any together on-the field, in the cafeteria and in the dorm a big party just didn't seem like the right ending
thoughts of celebration were cut short by the realization that our main competition, Sweden, was up for our team. So, when eleven o'clock rolled around and it was time to leave the party I was happy to
in a couple of hours. The game was tough, closely contested with tough calls made throughout. l can go. Our hallway seemed like the right place to spend our last hours together. After all, it had been
remember one point, early on, where we put thedisc into the end zone three times before the goal our home, our clubhouse, for the last ten days; ten of the best days of my life.

. ._ . . z__, 1, 1-. = _‘g)(i‘IP;(Ii') +--F:‘t~<¢tAc¢.- :' ~-~-'=.*~r' b‘\l'J-_AA il'¥~' '
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LTIMATE TEACHING KI
Perfect guide for beginners of all ages. A great tool

Kit includes: 20 Minute Instructional Video, Skills aid Drills Mm-

Teom, Ultimate Posters, aid 2 UPA Approved Discs.

TEACI-IKT—M $45
UPA Members $39

no shipping charge for stickers
UPA 1995 NATIONALS MOUSEPAD
The rst ultimate mousepad... and a cool three color-design. A " ' " '

3 °°'°' d°‘s'9“ MPADM “'00 UPA Members $600 So we cannot acce (credit cards at this time.
ULTIMATE UIIBRELLAS y’ P
From Worlds '93 in Madison, toumament logo on umbrella
red and black UMB-M $8.00 UPA Members $7.00

SKILLS AND DRILLS MANUAL
Great book for newcomers to the sport. Throwing, catching, strategy,
drills and more are covered in this beginners ultimate guide.

SKILLS-P $10.00 UPA Members saoo ""°"E»‘"/AREA °°°E
UPA RULES BOOKLET
The official rules of Ultimate in a small pocket-sized handbook. Perfect
to -keep handy in your eld bag. ADDRESS

RULES—P $3.00 UPA Members $2.50

ULTIMATE GUIDE TO INJURY PREVENTION 8» FITNESS CITY, STATE, ZIP
Written by sports injury specialists and geared for Ultimate, this book
offers great tips and -exercises for injury prevention and tness
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